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The escalating cost of the traditional sources of energy- fossil fuels such as 
coal, petroleum and natural gas- reminds that petroleum resources will be 
exhausted in a relatively short period of time. This energy crisis forced 
developing countries to reduce or postpone important development programs, so 
as to have enough fund to purchase petroleum to keep their economies operating. 
In the case of nuclear power plants- another source of conventional energy- there 
are problems related to fuel processing and dumping of used fuel. To overcome 
such perennial issues associated with conventional sources of energy, most 
countries, including India, have shifted their focus to develop non-conventional 
renewable sources of energy.  

A more feasible alternative to petroleum, coal, and nuclear reactors in 
developing countries is the direct and indirect use of solar energy, which is 
renewable, abundant, decentralized and non-polluting. Solar cells constitute a 
decisive technology for overcoming global environmental and energy 
problems. Current trends suggest solar energy will play an important role in 
future energy needs. Solar energy alone has the capacity to meet all the 
energy needs of the Earth for the foreseeable future. Despite all these benefits 
of solar cells and nearly 55 years after their invention, Photovoltaic solar 
cells are generating only 0.04 % of the world’s on-grid electricity due to the 
high cost of solar cells, making it beyond the reach of the common consumer. 
For widely used ‘Si’ solar cell, wafer costs account for over 50 % of the total 
module cost.  

One way of eliminating this major cost component is by replacing Si-
wafers by thin films of semiconductors deposited onto a supporting substrate. 
Thin film solar cells based on direct band gap materials such as copper indium 
(gallium) diselenide (CIGS) and cadmium telluride (CdTe) have reached the 
commercialization stage with highest reported conversion efficiency of 15 % in 



module. Unfortunately there are drawbacks to both of these technologies. 
Cadmium as well as Tellurium is toxic and there are issues around the potential 
scarcity, and consequent volatility in cost, of both Indium and Tellurium. So we 
should find alternative to these materials, while considering a long term 
production. 

  This thesis is devoted to the development of a relatively new, rapidly 
developing quaternary semiconducting material (viz., Cu2ZnSnS4) used for 
photovoltaic applications. This semiconductor, commonly known as CZTS, is 
closely related to a family of materials that have been used for solar cell 
applications. It is a compound semiconductor made of copper, zinc, tin and 
sulfur, which are sufficiently abundant elements; none of them is harmful to the 
environment even at large scale usage. Aim of this study is to fabricate CZTS 
solar cells through chemical spray pyrolysis (CSP) technique. At first the 
influence of various spray parameters like substrate temperature, spray rate, 
precursor ratio etc. on the opto-electronic properties of CZTS films will be 
studied in detail. Then the fabrication of CZTS/In2S3 hetero junctions and 
various ways to improve the performance parameters will be tried. 

Chapter 1 of the thesis outlines the problems of energy economy and the 
need of solar energy with detailed description of thin film solar cells. This 
chapter also tries to give the picture of various possible materials for 
photovoltaic device applications including ‘Si’ and various compound 
semiconductors. A detailed discussion about the material CZTS is presented 
including the structural, optical and electrical properties. An elaborate review of 
CZTS films deposited using various vacuum as well as non-vacuum techniques 
are presented. Starting from the report of first CZTS based device, the path 
towards the current efficiency level is also explained in detail.  

Chapter 2 focuses on the basics of theory of solar cells. Starting from p-n 
junction, formation of space charge region, bending of conduction and valence 
bands are explained. J-V characteristics of junction under dark and illuminated 
condition are also explained in detail. Detailed description of different 



 

performance parameters of the device like open circuit voltage, short circuit 
current etc. is also presented in this chapter.  

Chapter 3 deals with preparation and characterization of CZTS thin films 
through systematic variation of various spray parameters. Effect of variation of 
four different parameters were studied namely, choice of precursor, substrate 
temperature, precursor ratio and spray rate. Two different precursors for tin (viz. 
stannous chloride & stannic chloride) and two different precursors for zinc (viz. 
Zinc acetate and zinc chloride) were tried. From the structural, electrical, 
morphological, optical and junction studies, zinc acetate and stannic chloride 
were adjudged as the precursor for zinc and tin respectively. By varying 
substrate temperature from 300 to 400 oC, CZTS films were prepared and 
through various characterizations, 350 oC was fixed as the optimum substrate 
temperature. In order to get stoichiometric CZTS film ‘Cu’ concentration in the 
precursor solution is varied from 0.01 M to 0.03 M by fixing the molarities of 
‘Zn’, ‘Sn’ and ‘S’ at 0.01, 0.01 and 0.12 M respectively. Single phase 
stoichiometric CZTS film was obtained for ‘Cu’ concentration of 0.015 M. To 
study the effect of spray rate on the optoelectronic properties of sprayed CZTS 
thin films, we varied the spray rate from 2 ml/min to 10 ml/min. From structural 
and optical analysis 6 ml/min was adjudged as the optimum spray rate.  

Chapter 4 is on the fabrication of heterojunction using CZTS as the 
absorber layer and In2S3 as the buffer layer. Efficiency of the device, prepared 
using CZTS as absorber layer and pristine In2S3 as buffer layer, was only 0.3 %. 
Low short circuit current and fill factor due to the high series resistance of the 
device were identified as the reasons for poor performance. Since the major 
reason for series resistance is the high resistance of the In2S3 buffer layer, “Ex-
situ” diffusion of ‘In’ was done in order to reduce the resistivity. Different 
thickness of ‘In’ were deposited over the In2S3 buffer layer through vacuum 
evaporation and annealed at 100 oC for 1 hour in order to diffuse it in to the 
layer. Analysis showed that for each thickness of In2S3 layer there was an 
optimum thickness of ‘In’ for which performance parameters were maximum. 
For 500 nm thick In2S3 layer, optimum thickness was 8 nm. By optimum ‘In’ 



diffusion, efficiency and fill factor of the CZTS /In2S3 heterojunction were 
enhanced to 1.51 % and 44 % respectively. To explore the potential of chemical 
spray pyrolysis technique we fabricated a device having an area of 16 cm2. 

Chapter 5 of the thesis deals with improvement of performance 
parameters of the CZTS/In2S3 heterojunction through the modification of CZTS 
absorber layer. In order to decrease rate of precipitation, pH of the spray solution 
was decreased. By analysing the junction properties we optimized suitable pH 
and then in order to get the suitable Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio and Zn/Sn ratio, we varied  
the molarity of ‘Cu’ and ‘Sn’ in the precursor solution. For the device fabricated 
using optimized CZTS layer, efficiency and fill factor of the device improved to 
1.85 % and 52 % respectively. By using a ‘double layer structure’ with different 
stoichiometry on each layer, the efficiency could be enhanced to 2.52 %.  Finally 
the fabrication of an “all sprayed” thin film solar cell using FTO, instead of ITO, 
with a conversion efficiency of 1.25 % is presented. 

Chapter 6 is the summary of the work, where important conclusions are 
highlighted. Future prospects of the work are also presented. 
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This thesis is devoted to the development of thin film solar cells using a 
relatively new, rapidly developing quaternary semiconducting material       
(viz., Cu2ZnSnS4) through spray technique. This semiconductor, commonly 
known as CZTS, is closely related to the family of materials that have been 
used for the development of solar cell applications [1]. It is a compound 
semiconductor made of copper, zinc, tin and sulfur, which are sufficiently 
abundant elements; more over none of them is harmful to the environment. At 
first the influence of various spray parameters like substrate temperature, 
spray rate, precursor ratio etc., on the opto-electronic properties of CZTS films 
are studied in detail. Then the fabrication of CZTS/In2S3 heterojunctions and 
various ways to improve the performance parameters are discussed. 

1.1  Problems of the energy economy 

Achievement of energy security necessitates diversification of our energy 

resources. Energy economy of nearly all countries (in particular, that of the 

industrialized countries) is based on the use of stored energy, mainly fossil 

energy in the form of coal, oil and natural gas, as well as nuclear energy in the 

form of the uranium isotope U235 [2]. 
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Ever-increasing prices for petroleum products, projection that petroleum 

resources would be exhausted in a relatively short period of time and the use of 

fossil fuel resources for political purposes will adversely affect worldwide 

economic and social development[3]. The impact of the energy crisis is 

particularly felt in developing countries like India, where a large percentage of 

national budget earmarked for development must be diverted to the purchase of 

petroleum products. For nuclear power plants also there are problems, related to 

fuel processing and dumping of used fuel. In addition, global warming caused 

largely by green house gas emission from fossil fuel generating systems is also a 

major concern [4]. 

To overcome such perennial problems associated with conventional 

sources of energy, most countries, including India, have shifted their focus to 

develop non-conventional renewable sources of energy. Among these the 

prominent resources are solar, wind, geothermal, biomass and small hydropower. 

1.2  Why Solar Energy? 

Current trends suggest solar energy will play a vital role in future energy 

production. Indeed solar energy alone has the capacity to meet all the planet’s 

energy needs for the foreseeable future. The sun deposits ~ 120,000 TW of 

electromagnetic radiation on the surface of the Earth, far exceeding human 

needs even in the most aggressive energy demand scenarios. Covering just 0.16 % 

of the land on Earth with 10 % efficient solar conversion systems would provide 

20 TW of power, which is nearly twice the world’s present consumption rate of 

fossil energy (or equivalent of 20,000 1-GWe nuclear fission plants) [5-7]. 

These comparisons illustrate the incredible magnitude of the solar resource, 

providing an energy stream far more potent than present-day human technology 

can achieve. 
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A solar energy source provides pollution-free, self-contained, reliable, 

quiet, long-term, maintenance-free, and year-round continuous and unlimited 

operation at moderate costs. Despite all these benefits of solar cells and nearly 

55 years after their invention, this device is generating only 0.04 % of the 

world’s on-grid electricity, mainly due to the high cost of solar cells, making it 

beyond the reach of the common consumer. Based on the statistical review of 

world energy consumption in 2007, 30 % of the electrical energy is generated 

from coal, 16 % from natural gas, 15 % from water generators, 9 % from oil, 4 

% from nuclear reactors, and only 1 % from solar cells [8].  

Western countries such as the United States, Germany, Japan, Brazil, Italy, 

Spain, and many other European countries are turning to electrical power 

generation from solar cells, because of the high capital investments, radiation, 

and carbon dioxide emissions associated with coal-based, nuclear-based, gas-

based, and oil-based power plants. 

1.3  Thin Film Photovoltaics 

Photovoltaics (PV) market has been booming, over recent years, with sales 

almost completely dominated by product based on the use of silicon wafers, 

similar to those used in microelectronics. The two parameters often cited for 

terrestrial solar cells are its efficiency and cost. The bottleneck for solar 

electricity to become a household energy source is mainly the cost. Wafer costs 

account for over 50 % of the total module cost. One way of eliminating this 

major cost component is the replacement of wafers by thin films of (compound) 

semiconductors deposited onto a supporting substrate [9]. 

The key motivation for thin film solar cells was, and still is, the potential for 

high speed/high throughput manufacturing and minimum material requirements to 

reduce cost [10]. Compared to crystalline silicon solar cells much less material is 
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expended in the case of thin film solar cells. As the absorption coefficient of 

typical thin film absorber materials is ~100 times higher than crystalline silicon, 

a 100 times thinner layer of thin film materials can absorb an equivalent 

amount of energy as crystalline silicon. While crystalline silicon needs 100 cm3 

(100 µm· 1 m· 1 m) material for 1 m2 solar cell, only 1 cm3 is needed for thin 

film material.  

In addition, purity and crystal quality requirements on thin film solar cell 

materials are less stringent than in crystalline silicon solar cells [11]. Thus, thin 

film solar cells are cheaper to produce than silicon solar cells. Another advantage 

of the thin film solar cells is that they can be fabricated on flexible materials like 

metal foils or polyimides, which allows completely new applications. Furthermore, 

installations of silicon cells require heavy glass protection plates, which reduce 

residential applications [12]. 

Yet another advantage is that it is possible to adjust the band gap of thin 

film materials by varying composition. By this, larger portion of the solar 

spectrum can be utilized much better and higher efficiency can be achieved, 

because the theoretical possible efficiency depend strongly on the band gap. 

1.4  Possible materials 

There are some important criteria to be satisfied by the materials for thin 

film solar cells. A fundamental qualification is of course a large absorption 

coefficient, since almost all of the available photons should be absorbed in only a 

few micrometers. Furthermore, the band gap should be in the range of roughly 

1–1.7 eV as per theoretical calculations to reach sufficient efficiency. Quite a lot 

materials fulfill these conditions (figure 1.1). When it comes to semiconductor 

the most popular one is of course silicon. In thin film solar cell technology 

amorphous silicon (a-Si) is one of the suitable material. It is a disordered 
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material whose properties are significantly different from those of crystalline 

silicon. For example, the band gap increases from 1.1 eV in crystalline silicon to 

1.7 eV in amorphous silicon and the absorption coefficient of a-Si is much 

higher than that of crystalline silicon. 

An approach that is often followed when it becomes necessary to find 

alternative materials is the principle of isoelectronic or cross substitution [13]. 

Following the isoelectronic substitution, atoms of the group IV (Si) are 

substituted by an equal number of cations and anions of group III and V or II 

and VI respectively to form binary compounds such as GaAs or CdTe. 

Further compound semiconductor can be formed by substituting half of the 

group-II element with a group-I and half with a group-III element. A 

common example for such a I–III–VI compound semiconductor is copper 

indium selenide (CuInSe2,) or replacing partly the indium by gallium to 

modify the band gap to form copper indium gallium selenide (CuInGaSe2). 

Various other substitutions are also possible, for example replacing half of 

the group-III element with a group-II element and half with a group-IV 

element. Substitution of In/Ga in CIGS with ‘Zn’ and ‘Sn’, leads to CZTS 

(Cu2ZnSnSe4). But it should be realized that all substituitional compounds 

will not work. Only those materials which form suitable junctions with other 

materials and exhibit a photovoltaic effect when exposed to light are suitable 

for thin film solar cell applications. 
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Figure 1.1. Various possible compound semiconductors obtained by gradual 

substitution of elements from higher and lower groups. 
 

Thin film solar cell technologies emerged in the 1960s with Cu2S/CdS, 

which was the first (flexible) thin film solar cell and the first to achieve 10 % 

efficiency in 1981 [14]. From 1970 through the 1980s, CuInSe2 [15], CdTe [16], 

and a-Si [17] became the solar cell materials of interest with all the three 

achieving 10 % efficiency. In the 1990s, however, performance levels of the 

thin film solar cells increased with CuInGaSe2 >19 % [18], CdTe> 16 % [19], 

and a-Si > 10 % (stabilized) [20]. 

Thin film solar cells based on direct band gap materials such as copper 

indium (gallium) selenide (CIGS) and cadmium telluride (CdTe) have reached 

the commercialization stage with highest reported conversion efficiency of 15 % 

in module production [21]. Cadmium telluride (CdTe) thin film module is 

currently the least expensive, with module production cost of $ 0.76/Wp [22]. 
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Table 1.1. Confirmed terrestrial cell and sub module efficiencies (η) measured 
under the global AM1.5 spectrum (1000 W/m2) at 25 oC (IEC60904-3: 
2008, ASTM G-173-03 global) [21]. 

 

Classifica-
tion 

η  
(%) 

Area 
(cm2) 

Voc 
(mV) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF 
(%) Description 

CIGS 20.4 0.5203 736.3 35.08 78.9 EMPA Flexible 
CIGS 

CdTe 19.6 1.0055 857.3 28.59 80 GE Global 
research 

a-Si 10.1 1.036 886 16.75 67.8 Oerlikon Solar 
lab. 

CZTS 8.5 0.2382 708 16.83 70.9 Toyota Central 
R&D 
laboratories 

CZTSSe 11.1 0.4496 459.8 34.54 69.8 IBM Solution 
grown 

Organic 
thin film 

11.1 0.159 867 17.81 72.2 Mitsubishi 
Chemical 

 

 
Figure 1.2.Relative abundance of various elements in the earth’s crust. 
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Unfortunately there are drawbacks to both of these technologies. Cadmium 

is toxic and there are issues around the potential scarcity, and consequent 

volatility in cost, of both indium (In) and tellurium (Te) [23]. This can be seen in 

figure 1.2, which shows that tellurium is about as scarce as gold. Indium, whilst 

somewhat more common, is in great demand for many alternative uses and has 

seen enormous price volatility over the past 10 years - around a 10-fold increase 

in price between 2003 and 2009. To overcome the possible future effects of ‘In’ 

scarcity on TW-scale consumption, it has been projected that CIGS can be 

replaced by kesterite CZTS. 

1.5  CZTS thin films 

Recently considerable work has been done on the quaternary compound 

semiconductor, Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) to make it a good absorber layer for thin film 

solar cells [24-25] and thermoelectric power generators [26]. CZTS has talented 

physical properties, such as the direct band gap ( 1.5 eV), high optical 

absorption coefficient (>10−4 cm−1), low thermal conductivity etc. CZTS is 

derived from the CIGS structure by the isoelectronic substitution of two ‘In’ (or 

one ‘In’ and one ‘Ga’) atoms by one ‘Zn’ and one ‘Sn’ atom. As a consequence, 

CZTS has some similar properties as CIGS. The availability of copper, zinc, tin 

and sulfur in the earth’s crust are 50, 75, 2.2 and 260 ppm respectively. But 

availability of indium is only 0.049 ppm [27]. i.e., all the constituents of CZTS 

are abundant in the earth’s crust.  

Intrinsic point defects in CZTS make its conductivity p-type. Crystal 

structure of CZTS can tolerate some deviation from stoichiometry [28] making 

its deposition process easier. Moreover grain boundaries in CZTS thin films are 

favorable to enhance the minority carrier collection [11].  
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Theoretical calculations have shown that conversion efficiency as high as 

32.2 % [29] is possible for CZTS thin film solar cells with a CZTS layer of few 

micrometers. Wadia et al. [30] calculated the minimum cost of raw materials for 

the existing PV technologies and the emerging PV technologies (figure 1.3). 

Cost of raw material for CZTS PV technology is much lower than that of the 

three existing thin film PV technologies. 

 
Figure 1.3. Minimum ¢/W (Cent/Watt) for major photovoltaic materials. Here 

cost of processing the material for PV grade applications is larger 
and should be evaluated further. 

1.5.1 Structural Properties  

Crystallographically, CZTS has two principal structures, known as stannite 

type and kesterite type. These two structures are similar except for the different 

arrangements of ‘Cu’ and ‘Zn’ atoms (figure 1.4). However, CZTS material 

usually appears in kesterite phase because it is thermodynamically more stable as 

compared to stannite type [31-32]. Commonly observed X-ray diffraction peaks 

for this material corresponds to the lattice planes (112), (200), (220/204), and 

(312/116) with preferred orientation along (112) [33-36]. Peaks corresponding to 
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(002), (008), (101), (103), (105), (110), (211), (213), (224) and (332) planes 

were also reported[37-42]. 
 

 
Figure 1.4. Two possible crystal structures of copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS) 

 

Table 1.2. Lattice data of the kesterite CZTS single crystal 

2θ (degrees) d (Å) (hkl) I/Io (%) 
16.338 5.421 002 1 
18.205 4.869 101 6 
23.101 3.847 110 2 
28.530 3.126 112 100 
29.675 3.008 103 2 
32.989 2.713 200 9 
37.025 2.426 202 1 
37.966 2.368 211 3 
40.758 2.212 114 1 
44.996 2.013 105 2 
47.331 1.919 220 90 
56.177 1.636 312 25 
56.858 1.618 303 3 
58.969 1.565 224 10 
64.177 1.450 314 1 
69.229 1.356 008 2 
76.442 1.245 332 10 
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Schäfer and Nitsche [43] reported the detailed lattice data of a CZTS 

single crystal in 1974 (table 1.2). Thereafter, this data was frequently referred to 

determine CZTS phase in literatures. 

Washio et al. [44] investigated the relationship between composition and 

kesterite crystal structure of CZTS thin films. They choose three Cu/(Zn+Sn) 

composition ratios of about 1.2 (non-photovoltaic composition ratio), 1.0 (non-

photovoltaic composition ratio), and 0.8 (photovoltaic composition ratio). It was 

found that when Cu/Zn+Sn ratio is 0.8, ‘Cu’ substitutes for ‘Zn’ at the 2d site 

and/or ‘Zn’ substitutes for ‘Cu’ at the 2c site. They claimed that high 

performance of CZTS thin films in photovoltaic activity is due to the kesterite 

crystal structure. 

The lattice constants for CZTS are a=0.54 nm and c=1.09 nm [45]; from 

that one can calculate (with the atomic masses of ‘Cu’, ‘Zn’, ‘Sn’ and ‘S’) 

density of CZTS, which is ≈ 4.6 g/cm3 [46]. The quaternary Cu–Zn–Sn–S system 

is also interesting from the viewpoint of fundamental science, as it further 

increases the complexity of the defect chemistry and electronic structure, while 

providing additional opportunities for material optimization by control of 

stoichiometry and compositional gradients.  

1.5.2 Electrical properties 

Doping of CZTS material occurs by internal defects. First principle 

theoretical calculations of the formation energy and the transition energy levels 

for a series of intrinsic point defects and defect complexes in CZTS shows that 

‘Cu’ atoms sitting on the places of ‘Zn’ atoms (CuZnantisite) causes p-type 

conductivity which has a lower formation energy and relatively deeper acceptor 

level compared to the ‘Cu’ vacancy [47]. All donor defects have higher formation 

energy, consistent with the experimental verification of p-type conductivity. The 
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low formation energy of acceptor defects makes n-type doping difficult in 

CZTS.  

Most of the reported resistivity values of CZTS thin films vary from ~10-3 

Ω.cm to 101 Ω.cm [25, 48-52] but resistivity values as high as 104 Ω.cm were 

also reported [53]. The hole concentration was reported to vary from 1016 cm-3 to 

1021 cm-3 [54-57]. Hall effect measurement results showed that hole mobility of 

CZTS changed from lower than 0.1 to as high as 30 cm2
·V−1

·s−1, while most 

published values were in the range of 1 to 10 cm2
·V−1

·s−1 [56-60]. Lower mobility 

indicates that the optimized thickness of absorber layer in CZTS thin film solar 

cells cannot be as large as that for CIGS thin film solar cells. 

1.5.3 Optical properties 

Theoretically the band gap of stoichiometric kesterite CZTS is calculated 

to be 1.5 eV by Chen et al. [61]. They have performed hybrid functional 

calculations (HSE06) at experimental lattice constants, where 25 % of the GGA 

exchange potential is replaced by screened Fock exchange. The bandgap 

reported for CZTS prepared from various deposition techniques varied from     

1.4 eV to 1.55 eV [57, 62-65]. Very low bandgap of 1.20 eV is also reported due 

to deviation in stoichiometry [66].  

The absorption coefficient of CZTS thin films is greater than 104 cm-1 [42, 67]. 

Zhao et al. [68] theoretically determined high frequency dielectric constant 

ofCZTS, CISe, CGSe and CZTSe using three different approaches. All the three 

approaches give the same size order of dielectric constants with ε∞ (CZTS) < ε∞ 

(CISe, CGSe) < ε∞ (CZTSe). For CZTS the value is about 6.8. The high-

frequency dielectric constant, ε∞ = n2 (λ → ∞) = A+1 (A is the fitting parameter 

in first order Sellmeier’s equation) was determined to be 6.92 for CZTS bulk 

crystals [69]. Seol et al. [62] reported a refractive index value of 2.07 for RF 
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magnetron sputtered CZTS thin film deposited with 75 mW of RF power and 

annealed at 400 oC. 

Low temperature photoluminescence spectra were carried out by 

researchers to find out the recombination mechanism in CZTS thin films. In 

most of the reports a broad peak centered at ~ 1.2 eV was observed. A model of 

radiative recombination of an electron with a hole bound to an acceptor level, 

broadened by potential fluctuations of the valence-band edge, was proposed by 

Leitaoet al. [70-71]. According to Unold et al. [72], the broad transition peak and 

its strong blue shift with excitation intensity indicates donor-acceptor pair 

transitions under the influence of potential fluctuations. Miyamoto et al. [73] 

observed a broad luminescence between 1.1 and 1.4 eV. Origin of the 

photoluminescence was attributed to donor-acceptor pair recombination with 

activation energy of 39 and 59 meV for stoichiometric CZTS and Cu-poor,      

Zn-rich CZTS respectively. 

Photoluminescence (PL) from CZTS bulk single crystals was studied as a 

function of temperature and excitation intensity by Tanaka et al. [74]. The broad 

emission between 1.1 and 1.45 eV was attributed to donor-acceptor pair 

recombination with activation energy of 48 meV. Broad emissions at around 

1.45 eV and 1.31 eV were observed by Oishi et al. [75] in the PL spectrum of 

CZTS thin films measured at 13 K. They assigned the peak at ~ 1.45 eV to the 

donor-acceptor pair transition. Time-resolved PL data illustrates that lifetime of 

free carriers in CZTS thin film was lower than 1 ns [76], much lower than that of 

CIGS device which is beyond 50 ns [77]. 

1.6  CZTS Thin Film Deposition Techniques 

The increasing awareness of CZTS as a potentially ideal candidate as 

photovoltaic absorber material is mainly due to the abundance and variety of 
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routes that have been developed for thin-film deposition. To determine the most 

promising technique for the fabrication of thin film solar cells, the overriding 

criteria are that the deposition can be completed at low cost while maintaining 

high deposition or processing rate with high yield and reproducibility. There 

exists a wide variety of vacuum and non-vacuum based techniques. For each of 

these deposition techniques, one key barrier toward a reliable and low-cost 

process is the complexity for preparing single phase films. A second common 

theme generally encountered is the challenge of compositional control during 

deposition of the film. Despite these challenges, reasonably successful film 

deposition and device fabrication has been demonstrated for CZTS using both 

vacuum and non-vacuum deposition techniques. 

1.6.1 Vacuum based approaches 

The potentially high uniformity of vacuum deposition methods, together 

with their capacity to deliver precisely timed elemental fluxes, provides good 

opportunity for fabrication of high quality thin film devices. These techniques 

involve deposition of constituent atoms of the CZTS compound on a substrate 

either by sputtering or by evaporation/co-evaporation of the target sources under 

optimized pressure and temperature. 

1.6.1.1 Evaporation 

Evaporation is a well-known technique in the development of thin film 

solar cells. Based on the success of evaporated CIGS materials [78], initially 

evaporation was selected as the principal deposition technique for CZTS thin 

films too. From 1996 onwards Prof. Katagiri’s group worked extensively on 

CZTS thin films deposited using electron beam (EB) evaporation followed by 

sulfurization. In the first report they deposited precursors, Cu/Sn/Zn stacked 

layers (‘Zn’ on bottom of stack), by EB evaporation [53]. In order to obtain 
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CZTS films they sulfurized precursors at 500 oC in N2+ H2S (5 %) atmosphere. 

The films obtained were p-type with a bandgap of 1.45 eV and absorption 

coefficient greater than 104 cm-1. Grain size of the films is extremely large      

(~3 µm) compared with the film thickness of 1.9 µm. They obtained very high 

value of resistivity of the order of 104 Ω.cm. In another report during the same 

year they reported an even high value for resistivity of the order of 105 Ω.cm, by 

increasing the hold time for sulfurization [79]. 

In 2001, Katagiri et al. [80] reported the preparation of CZTS using ZnS as 

precursor for ‘Zn’, while precursors for ‘Sn’ and ‘Cu’ were same as earlier work. 

Use of ZnS instead of ‘Zn’ increased the adhesion of the CZTS film and they could 

bring down the resistivity to 3.9×102 Ω.cm. In another report they tried different 

thickness of precursor layers and found that resistivity of the films decreased from 

104 to 10-2 Ω.cm, when Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio increased from 0.9 to 1.1 [39].  

In 2005, Katagiri et al. [81] prepared CZTS thin films by varying 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio from 0.49 to 1.18. They reported that the band gap energy 

increased and the absorption of the tail region decreased with increase in 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio up to 0.9. For CZTS films whose Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio was over 

0.94, absorption of the tail region was extremely elevated due to the presence of 

binary phases of ‘Cu’ and ‘S’. They concluded that CZTS films with Cu/(Zn+Sn) 

ratio from 0.8 to 0.9 are suitable as absorbers. In the same year, same group [82] 

has shown that the ordering of precursors can improve the surface morphology of 

the films.They fabricated films using the modified precursor with the stacking 

order of Sn/Cu/ZnS. From SEM micrographs they found that the surface 

morphology was much improved using the new order of precursors. 

In 2006, Tanaka et al. [83] prepared CZTS thin films by co-evaporation of 

elemental sources. Larger and densely packed grains were formed as substrate 
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temperature increased. Oishi et al. [75] deposited CZTS films on ‘Si’ substrates 

by multisource evaporation. They confirmed the tetragonal structure of films 

from RHEED patterns. Broad emissions at ~ 1.45 eV and 1.31 eV were observed 

in the PL spectrum measured at 13 K. The peak at ~1.45 eV was assigned to the 

donor–acceptor pair transition. Multistage evaporation technique is used for the 

deposition of CZTS thin films by Weber et al. [84]. They investigated two 

different stage sequences: (A) using Cu2SnS3 as precursor to react with Zn-S and 

(B) using ZnS as precursor to react with Cu-Sn-S. Both sequence results in 

formation of CZTS, while SEM micrographs reveal that films of sample type B 

are denser and have larger crystallites than for sample type A. In 2011, near 

stoichiometric single phased polycrystalline CZTS thin films were prepared by 

fast coevaporation process [85]. They showed that Cu-rich growth conditions 

lead to the segregation of a CuS secondary phase. Nearly stoichiometric CZTS 

thin films were prepared by sulfurization of simultaneously evaporated Cu/Zn/Sn 

metal alloy films. 

In 2012, Xinkun et al. [60] deposited Sn/Cu/ZnS precursors, by evaporation, 

on soda lime glass at room temperature, and then polycrystalline thin films of 

CZTS were produced by sulfurizing the precursors in a sulfur atmosphere at 

550 oC for 3 hour. Carrier concentration, resistivity and mobility of the deposited 

film are found to be 6.98 × 1016 cm-3, 6.96 Ω.cm and 12.9 cm2.V-1.s-1 respectively. 

Recently CZTS thin films were prepared by flash evaporation followed by 

annealing in ‘Ar’ atmosphere [86]. The desired kesterite composition for solar cell 

applications was achieved by using a Zn-rich compound as the evaporation source 

plus a thermal treatment at 620 °C in ‘Ar’ atmosphere. 

1.6.1.2 Sputtering 

Sputtering has been extensively used by researchers to deposit high quality 

thin films. Various sputtering technologies such as argon beam, ion beam, DC, 
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RF, hybrid and reactive magnetron sputtering have been employed for the 

deposition of CZTS thin films [87]. In the case of CZTS thin films, there are two 

different approaches: a single step without sulfurization and a two step, 

deposition of metallic precursors Cu–Zn–Sn/Cu–Zn–Sn–Cu or Cu–ZnS–SnS, 

followed by a sulfurization. 

The first reported CZTS material was made by atom beam sputtering, 

using pressed and sintered targets produced from synthesized powders, in 1988 

by Ito and Nakayama [57]. A sharp peak resulting from (112) plane of the 

stannite type CZTS appeared for the film deposited at 90 oC. Hall effect 

measurement estimated that deposited film had mobility lower than 0.1 cm2.V-1.s-1 

and carrier concentration higher than 5×1019 cm-3. 

Seol et al. [62] deposited CZTS thin films using RF magnetron sputtering 

technique without substrate heating. Effects of sputtering power and annealing 

temperature on the properties of CZTS thin films were checked. It was found 

that the atomic ratio of the thin films deposited between 50 W and 100 W was 

appropriate. The as-deposited films were amorphous and annealed in the 

atmosphere of ‘Ar’+‘S’. With the increase of annealing temperature crystallinity 

of CZTS thin films was improved and sheet resistance decreased rapidly. 

Tanaka et al. [51] for the first time used vacuum based hybrid sputtering to 

deposit CZTS thin films on a quartz glass substrate. Films were fabricated by the 

sequential deposition of metal elements and annealing in ‘S’ flux, varying the 

substrate temperature from 300 to 500 oC. Film thickness decreased with increase in 

substrate temperature. Single phase, stoichiometric CZTS film with stannite 

structure was obtained at 400 oC. However, composition of the thin films became 

Zn-poor at and above 450 oC. Resistivity, carrier concentration and Hall mobility of 

the films at 400 oC were 0.13 Ω.cm , 8×1018 cm-3 and 6 cm2.V-1.s-1 respectively. 
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In 2006, Zhang et al. [25] successfully prepared CZTS thin films through 

sulfurization ofion beam sputtered precursors. Their results show that electrical 

and optical properties of the prepared films have strong dependence on atomic 

ratio of the constituents. By optimizing the precursor preparation conditions they 

obtained low resistivity of ~ 0.156 Ω.cm. 

Prof. Katagiri, after doing extensive pioneering work on CZTS employing 

evaporation based approaches, deposited sputtered CZTS thin films in 2007 [88]. 

Targets of ‘Cu’, ZnS and SnS were simultaneously sputtered by RF sources. The 

finished precursor was automatically transferred to the annealing chamber 

without being exposed to atmosphere and annealed at 580  for 3 hours in an 

atmosphere ofN2+H2S (20 %). The deposited film was 2.5 µm thick and having a 

band gap value of 1.45 eV. The film was Cu-poor and slightly Zn-rich and S-rich 

(Cu/Zn+Sn: 0.87, Zn/Sn: 1.15, S/metal: 1.17). 

In 2009, Fernandes et al. [89] reported preparation of CZTS thin films 

using sulfurization of (DC magnetron) sputtered Cu/Zn/Sn precursor layers. 

They got CZTS films having a thickness of 1.5 µm and with the preferential 

growth orientation along (112) plane. They confirmed the existence of CZTS 

from the presence of Raman peaks at 338-339 cm−1, 288 cm−1 and 256–257 

cm−1. In the same year they reported effect of changing precursor’s deposition on 

the morphological and structural properties of CZTS films [90]. From the results 

the best precursor sequence for the CZTS growth was found to be Mo/Zn/Sn/Cu. 

The ‘Cu’ layer on top reduces the loss of ‘Zn’ and ‘Sn’. This allows for a better 

composition control of the CZTS. In yet another report they reported Raman 

scattering study of CZTS thin films prepared using DC-magnetron sputtering 

[42]. Same group reported preparation and characterization of CZTS based solar 

cells in 2010 [55]. CZTS absorber layer was obtained by sulfurization of DC 
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magnetron sputtered Zn/Sn/Cu precursor layers. They reported a carrier 

concentration value of 1.5 ×1017 cm-3 for the deposited CZTS layer.  

Leitao et al. [71] investigated the optical and structural properties of CZTS 

thin films grown by sulfurization of DC magnetron sputtered metallic precursors. 

They reported band gap value of 1.51 eV. The PL revealed an asymmetric broad 

band with a maximum intensity at 1.24 eV. In a report came in Physical Review 

B, Leitao et al. [70] studied the structural, optical, electrical and morphological 

properties of CZTS thin films. A broad and asymmetric band, with peak energy 

at 1.24 eV, was observed in PL measurements and a model of radiative 

recombination of an electron with a hole bound to an acceptor level, broadened 

by potential fluctuations of the valence-band edge, was proposed. 

Salome et al. [91] studied incorporation of ‘Zn’ into a CTS film in the 

elemental and sulfide forms to get CZTS and influence of H2 during sulfurization 

of the CTS films was also studied. They showed that sulfurization of CTS+ZnS 

under an atmosphere containing H2 improves significantly the diffusion of ‘Zn’ 

into the CTS layer and also prevents losses of ‘Zn’ by evaporation.  

In 2012, Fernandes et al. [92] proposed an AC response equivalent circuit 

model to describe the admittance measurements of CZTS thin film solar cell 

grown by sulfurization of stacked metallic precursors. Study of the back contact 

resistance allowed the estimation of a back contact barrier of 246 meV. Later the 

same group showed that by increasing the sulfurization time of metallic 

precursors there is an improvement in both the in-depth homogeneity of 

composition and the structural and morphological properties of the films [93]. 

With increasing sulfurization time they obtained a lower free carrier 

concentration, a wider space charge region and higher conduction activation 

energy.  
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From the electrical conductivity and photoconductivity studies on sputtered 

CZTS it was found that high temperature conductivity is dominated by band 

conduction and nearest neighbor hopping [94]. However at low temperatures Mott 

variable-range hopping (VRH) and Efros–Shklovskii VRH were observed. Sousa et 

al. [95] reported the preparation of CZTS films using a hybrid method, combining 

RF-magnetron sputtering and evaporation, for the preparation of CZTS films.  

Recently in 2010, Yoo et al. [96] fabricated CZTS thin films through 

sulfurization of RF-sputtered stacked metallic films. Three types of Cu–Zn–Sn 

metallic films, i.e., Cu-rich (CR), Cu-correct (CC) and Cu-poor (CP) precursor 

films were sputtered. The Cu2−xS phase was observed in the CR and CC-CZTS 

films, whereas it was not seen in the CP-CZTS films. All CZTS films exhibited 

(112) orientation dominant growth, which were confirmed through XRD and 

Raman scattering measurements. In 2011, same group compared properties of 

CZTS thin films prepared via spray pyrolysis and sulfurization of metallic 

precursors deposited through sputtering [97]. The sprayed films were not 

observed to be grown well with good crystallinity, compared with CZTS films 

made by sulfurization of stacked metallic films. But they found that application 

of additional sulfurization to sprayed CZTS films induced great improvement of 

crystallinity to the level of the sulfurized metallic films.  

Mamose et al. [98] prepared CZTS thin films by simultaneous sputtering 

of metallic targets followed by sulfurization under elemental sulfur atmosphere 

in a sealed tube. Under high sulfur vapor pressure (1.5 atm) with rapid reaction 

period, films with good adhesion and large crystal grains were achieved.  

Chalapathy et al. [99] deposited CZTS thin films by sulfurization of DC- 

sputtered Cu/Zn/Sn/Cu precursors in sulfur atmosphere. Films obtained after 

annealing at 560 and 580 oC for 30 min exhibited the kesterite structure. Results 
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showed that sulfurization temperature had strong influence on microstructure and 

distribution of elements in the films. Shin et al. [100] reported effect of ordering 

of precursors on properties of CZTS films. Stacked precursor thin films were 

prepared from ‘Cu’, SnS2 and ZnS targets at room temperature with different 

stacking orders of Cu/SnS2/ZnS/glass, ZnS/Cu/SnS2/glass and SnS2/ZnS/Cu/glass. 

The stacked precursor thin films were sulfurized in mixed N2 (95 %)+H2S (5 %) 

atmosphere at 550 oC for 10 min. From the results the stacking order 

Cu/SnS2/ZnS/glass is adjudged so as to obtain good quality CZTS films. 

In 2012, Platzer-Bjorkman et al. [101] reported the preparation of CZTS 

thin films by sulfurization of co-sputtered metallic and sulfur containing 

precursor films. Larger grains were obtained for films prepared from metallic 

precursors while more uniform films with fewer voids were obtained for sulfur 

containing precursors. Khalkar et al. [102] deposited CZTS thin films using    

co-sputtering technique. Effect of working pressure, target powers, and 

annealing conditions were studied. Amal and Kim [103] prepared kesterite 

CZTS by sulfurization of a sputtered Cu–Zn–Sn alloy precursor. The film 

sulfurized at 550 °C exhibited a dense morphology with no pores. 

Ericson et al. [104] prepared reactively sputtered Cu–Zn–Sn–S precursor 

films and recrystallized by rapid thermal processing to generate CZTS layers. They 

studied effect of film properties on substrate heating and composition. Recently, 

Watjen et al. [105] studied effects of annealing at the Mo/CZTS interface. Solar cells 

based on CZTS absorber layers were deposited using reactive sputtering of 

precursor layer followed by a short anneal. It was found that during annealing 

secondary phases were formed in the film and MoS2 was formed on the interface. 

1.6.1.3 Pulsed Laser Deposition 

First report on CZTS prepared using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) was in 

2006. Sekiguchi et al. [64] deposited CZTS thin films epitaxially on GaP 
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substrates using PLD. The bandgap of the films was found to be 1.5 eV and 

films were nearly stoichiometric. In 2007, Moriya et al. [106] prepared CZTS 

thin films using PLD. Film was Sn- rich and the band gap was 1.5 eV. Next year 

same group prepared CZTS precursor using PLD and then annealed in 

N2+H2S (5 %) atmosphere [52]. 

In 2010, Pawar et al. [107] prepared polycrystalline CZTS thin films 

through PLD at room temperature. Study of laser incident energy revealed that 

structural, morphological and optical properties were improved up to incident 

energy of 2.5 J/cm2. Sun et al. [108] deposited CZTS thin films on heated      

Mo-coated glass substrates using PLD. Band gap of the films varied from 1.53 to 

1.98 eV depending on substrate temperature. From EDAX results all the films 

were Cu-rich and S-deficient. Recently, Surgina et al. [109] reported the growth 

of CZTS thin films by reactive PLD in H2S atmosphere and further annealed in 

N2 atmosphere. The films were close to stoichiometric and as prepared films had 

a bandgap of 1.27 eV which increased up to 1.5 eV upon annealing. 

1.6.2 Non-vacuum techniques 

Vacuum equipments are often expensive and only applicable to high-value 

niche markets. Core of the development of any new technology is the cost-

effectiveness. The best way to further reduce the cost of photovoltaics is the 

complete avoiding of vacuum technology. There are a lot of non-vacuum 

techniques suitable for the deposition of CZTS thin films.  

1.6.2.1 Sol-Gel method 

It is one of the catalysts preparation methods; It is a homogeneous process 

resulting in continuous transformation of a solution into hydrated solid 

precursor. This method has several promising advantages over the conventional 
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techniques. It offers better control of the texture, composition, homogeneity and 

structural properties of the final solids. 

Tanaka et al. [110], for the first time, prepared CZTS thin films by 

sulfurizing precursors deposited by sol-gel method. They prepared films by 

annealing oxyhydrate precursors deposited by the sol-gel method in an N2+H2S 

atmosphere. The films showed XRD peaks attributed to CZTS and had almost 

stoichiometric chemical composition and a direct band gap of 1.49 eV. Next year 

same group tried to improve transmittance in IR region and to eliminate voids in 

the CZTS films by pre-annealing the precursors in air or in N2+H2 (5 %) 

atmosphere before annealing of precursors in H2S contained atmosphere[66]. In 

2009, same group reported fabrication of CZTS thin film solar cell via non-

vacuum method [111-112]. They used CZTS films prepared over ‘Mo’ coated 

glass substrates by sulfurizing precursors deposited by sol-gel technique as the 

absorber layer. 

Yeh et al. [113] prepared CZTS films by sol-gel spin coating deposition. 

They avoided usual sulfurization process. Film with a nearly stoichiometric 

composition was prepared at synthesizing temperature of 280 oC. Absorption 

coefficient and the optical energy gap of the deposited films were 2.9×104 cm-1 

and 1.5 eV respectively. In 2011, Tanaka et al. [114] studied the properties of 

CZTS thin films deposited by sol–gel sulfurization. They found that as 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio of the sol–gel solution decreased, the grains in the CZTS thin 

films became larger. Band gap of the films shifted to higher energies as 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio of the CZTS film decreased. 

Same group also reported effect of H2S concentration used for sulfurization 

[115]. CZTS thin film prepared with an H2S concentration of 3 % had grains in 

the order of 1 µm in size, which were larger than those of films prepared at other 
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H2S concentrations. In 2011, Jiang et al. [116] prepared CZTS thin films by spin-

coating the sol-gel precursor followed by annealing in a nitrogen atmosphere. 

Band gap and absorption coefficient of the films were 1.51 eV and 104 cm-1 

respectively. Recently, Park et al. [117] deposited sol-gel processed CZTS thin 

films without sulfurization. The grain size was up to 1 µm and the Cu/(Zn+Sn) 

and Zn/Sn ratios were 0.93 and 1.07 respectively. 

1.6.2.2 Spray pyrolysis technique. 

Spray pyrolysis is a process in which a thin film is deposited by spraying a 

solution on to a pre-heated substrate, where the constituents react to form the 

required chemical compound. It is the most popular technique due to its 

simplicity, cost-effectiveness and ability to control the structure at molecular 

level. There is virtually no restriction on substrate material and its surface, any 

support having high temperature tolerance will be a suitable substrate. 

The first report on spray deposited CZTS came in 1996. Nakayama and Ito [50] 

deposited polycrystalline stannite CZTS films on glass substrates. As deposited 

films were sulfur deficient while it becomes stoichiometric on annealing at 550 
oC in an ‘Ar’ flow containing H2S. Stoichiometric film showed resistivity of 

2×102 Ω.cm. Five years later Madarasz et al. [118] prepared CZTS thin films on 

glass substrates by varying substrate temperature from 225 oC to 350 oC. The 

XRD profiles correspond to the zincblende superstructure of the stannite type 

CZTS. Kamoun et al. [119] reported preparation of CZTS thin films by varying 

substrate temperature from 280 oC to 360 oC. They prepared films by spraying 

precursor solution for duration of 30 and 60 min. All the films exhibited kesterite 

structure with preferential orientation along the (112) direction. Annealing at 550 
oC showed an improvement in optical properties. 
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In 2009, Kumar et al. [120] studied effect of substrate temperature on the 

properties of CZTS thin films prepared using chemical spray pyrolysis 

technique. Films deposited at Ts= 290 oC were found to contain Cu2SnS3 and 

CuxS as the secondary phases while at Ts= 330 oC, CuxS was found to be the 

secondary phase. At Ts= 450 oC, ZnS appears as the secondary phase. 

Polycrystalline CZTS thin films, with amorphous ZnS being present to a small 

extent, could be obtained in the substrate temperature range 370-410 oC. In 

another report they studied effect of starting solution pH on the properties of 

spray deposited films [121]. Polycrystalline, non-stoichiometric CZTS thin films 

with kesterite structure could be obtained when solution pH is 3.0. Films 

deposited from a solution having pH = 4.5, contain CuxS and ZnS along with 

CZTS. Films deposited with solution pH = 5.5 contain only binary sulfides. In 

2010, same group studied effect of copper salt and thiourea concentrations on the 

formation of CZTS thin films [49]. Near-stoichiometric CZTS films with 

kesterite structure could be obtained with solution containing 0.009 M copper 

salt, 0.0045 M zinc salt, 0.005 M tin salt and 0.05 M thiourea. 

Prabhakar et al. [65] studied effect of substrate temperature on the 

properties of CZTS thin films prepared using ultrasonic spray pyrolysis 

technique. XRD patterns showed that best crystallinity was obtained for 340 oC 

as substrate temperature. Band gap energy of 1.54 eV was obtained for the 

grown CZTS films. Next year same group reported effect of sodium 

incorporation on the properties of sprayed CZTS thin films [122]. They 

deposited films on soda lime and ‘Na’ free borosilicate glass substrates through 

ultrasonic spray pyrolysis. Sodium enhanced the grain size and the (112) texture 

of the CZTS films. Number of holes was also found to increase significantly due 

to the influence of sodium diffusion. In 2011, they fabricated CZTS based solar 

cell with an absorber layer thickness 2.1 µm [123]. Substrate temperature during 
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deposition was 340 oC and copper ion concentration in the spray solution was 

0.019 M. 

Yoo et al. [97] have done a comparative study of CZTS film growth using 

two different methods, viz., spray pyrolysis and sulfurization of Cu–Zn–Sn 

metallic films. They showed that application of additional sulfurization to 

sprayed CZTS films induced great improvement of crystallinity to the level of the 

sulfurized metallic films. Arba et al. [124] reported the growth of CZTS thin films 

by spray pyrolysis at the substrate temperatures 375 oC and 425 oC. Both the films 

were polycrystalline with kesterite structure. In 2012, Das et al. [125] prepared 

CZTS thin films using spray pyrolysis. They studied effect of substrate temperature 

and molarity of the precursors. As-deposited CZTS films were H2S treated and 

annealed under ‘Ar’ atmosphere. The annealed films showed significant 

improvement in structural, optical, morphological and electronic properties. 

Patel et al. [126] deposited thin films of CZTS on glass substrates at 320 oC, 

using spray pyrolysis, under a non-equilibrium condition (by varying ‘Zn’, ‘Sn’ 

and ‘S’ precursor concentrations) and without additional sulfurization. The 

optical bandgap of stoichiometric CZTS was 1.45 eV and Hall mobility in the 

range 87–92 cm2.V−1.s−1 was observed for ‘S’ and ‘Zn’ enriched films. Same 

group reported fabrication of spray pyrolysed CZTS based solar cell in 2013 [127]. 

The effective minority carrier lifetime of 263 µs was confirmed by diffused 

monochromatic LED excitation induced OCVD fitting.  

Huang et al. [128] prepared CZTS films by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis on 

FTO (SnO2:F on glass) substrates. Effect of substrate temperatures on the 

phases, morphologies and photo-electrochemical properties of CZTS film was 

investigated. The samples deposited at 400–450 oC showed highest cathode 

photocurrent. The conduction band of CZTS was found to be higher than the H+ 
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reduction potential, and hence they claimed that it is an appropriate photocathode 

material for solar hydrogen production. 

Seboui et al. [129] studied the effect of substrate temperature on sprayed 

CZTS deposited over Pyrex substrates. XRD analysis, optical measurements, 

and electrical studies revealed that CZTS thin film deposited at the highest 

temperature Ts =280 oC has the best crystallinity, the lowest resistivity, and the 

ideal band gap (Eg~1.5 eV). Shinde et al. [130] reported effect of thickness on 

the properties of spray pyrolysed CZTS thin films. Band gap varied in the range 

1.6–1.67 eV, depending on film thickness. Electrical conductivity and contact 

angle enhanced with film thickness. 

Recently, Gurieva et al. [131] reported the deposition of CZTS thin films 

using spray pyrolysis. They added a small quantity of C2H5OH to the precursor 

solution to improve its stability. On annealing they could improve the 

crystallinity of the films. Aono et al. [132] analyzed spray pyrolysed CZTS thin 

films using XPS depth profile technique. The composition on surfaces of the as 

grown CZTS films was Cu-poor and near stoichiometric compositions of ‘Zn’, 

‘Sn’ and ‘S’. In contrast to the surface, Cu-rich and Zn-poor compositions were 

obtained in the films. Rodriguez et al. [133] reported the compositional 

optimization of thin film deposition of CZTS onto Mo/glass substrates for low-

cost solar cell applications, using pneumatic spray pyrolysis technique in air 

ambient. They investigated influence of both, starting solution precursor's 

concentrations and further annealing conditions on the properties of the films. 

1.6.2.3Electrodeposition 

Electrodeposition is the application of metallic coatings to metallic or 

other conductive surfaces by electrochemical processes. It is a low cost 

preparation technique used for the deposition of different semiconductor thin 
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films. It has been extensively used for fabrication of CdTe as well as CIGS 

absorber layers [134-135]. CZTS thin films can be prepared using this technique 

either by sequential electroplating of precursors or by single step electrodeposition 

of precursors, followed by sulfurization/annealing. 

Feasibility of this new technique for depositing CZTS thin films was first 

studied by Scragg et al. [136] in 2008. The deposition process consists of the 

electrodeposition of metallic precursors followed by annealing in sulfur vapor. 

Polycrystalline films of about 1 µm thickness with grain size in the range 0.2–0.5 

µm could be deposited. Later they reported on electrodeposited CZTS films by 

photo-electrochemical methods, which showed that the films were p-type with 

doping densities of the order of 1016 cm–3 and a band gap of 1.49 eV [137]. In 

2010, they prepared solar cell with 3.2 % efficiency using electrodeposited 

CZTS absorber layer [138]. 

Araki et al. [38] prepared CZTS thin films by sulfurizing precursors 

deposited by electroplating. The precursors (Cu/Sn/Zn stacked layers) were 

deposited using electroplating sequentially onto ‘Mo’ coated glass substrates. 

Aqueous solutions containing copper sulfate for ‘Cu’ plating, tin sulfate for ‘Sn’ 

plating and zinc sulfate for ‘Zn’ plating were used as the electrolytes. X-ray 

diffraction peaks attributable to CZTS were detected in thin films sulfurized at 

temperatures above 400oC.Zhang et al. [34] deposited CZTS thin films on ‘Ag’ 

substrates by the electrochemical atomic layer epitaxy (EC-ALE) method. Chan 

et al. [139] deposited CZTS thin films by ionic liquid electrodeposition 

technique. Sulfurization of the stacked layers was achieved in elemental sulfur 

vapor at 450 °C for 2 hours. In 2010, again they reported the preparation of 

kesterite CZTS using the same technique [59]. 
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In 2009, Kurihara et al. [140] synthesized CZTS thin films by sequentially 

electrodepositing layers of ‘Cu’, ‘Sn’, and ‘Zn’ from unstirred baths and 

subsequently annealing the stacked precursors in sulfur atmosphere. Control of 

the flux of ions to the deposition surface allowed uniform layers of material to be 

deposited and this also resulted in films of uniform composition. Ennaoui et al. [141] 

fabricated CZTS absorbers by solid-state reaction in H2S atmosphere of 

electrodeposited Cu–Zn–Sn precursors. The ternary alloys were deposited in one 

step from a cyanide-free alkaline electrolyte containing Cu (II), Zn (II) and Sn 

(IV) metal salts on ‘Mo’ coated glass substrates.  

Pawar et al. [35] deposited CZTS thin films on ‘Mo’ coated and ITO 

coated glass plates. The polycrystalline CZTS thin films with kesterite crystal 

structure were obtained after annealing as-deposited thin films at 550 oC in ‘Ar’ 

atmosphere for 1 hour. The deposited films were nearly stoichiometric and 

photoactive. Same group later studied effect of complexing agent on properties 

of electrodeposited CZTS thin films [142]. Film prepared without complexing 

agent showed wellcovered surface morphology on the substrate with some 

cracks on the surface of the film whereas those prepared using complexing agent, 

exhibited uneven and slightly porous and some over grown particles on the 

surface of the films. 

Ma et al. [143] showed that surface morphology of electrodeposited CZTS 

was greatly influenced by change in the pH of the ‘Zn’ electroplating solution. 

At a pH of 9, an irregular hollow column type CZTS was formed, resulting in the 

highest CZTS electrode photocurrent. Fontane et al. [144] characterized 

electrodeposited CZTS layers using in depth resolved Raman scattering and 

auger electron spectroscopy. Jeon et al. [145] employed two different techniques 

for the electrodeposition of CZTS layers: a potentiostatic method and a pulsed 

potential electrodeposition method. Near stoichiometric CZTS thin films were 
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prepared using potentiostatic deposition method. The samples deposited through 

pulsed potential methods showed wire-like CZTS nanostructures. Cui et al. [67] 

employed single step electrodeposition process for the preparation of CZTS 

layer followed by post annealing treatment at 550 oC for 60 min in the 

atmosphere of N2+H2S (5 %). 

Bhattacharya et al. [146] performed cyclic voltammetric measurements to 

understand electrochemical behavior of the metal salts in ionic liquid solutions. 

Electrodeposited CZTS absorber layers were fabricated by annealing stacked 

Cu/Sn/Zn layers in the tube furnace in the presence of elemental sulfur. 

Recently, Iljina et al. [147] showed that thiocyanate ions (CNS−) can be used as a 

suitable complexing agent for the electrodeposition of CZTS from aqueous 

solutions. The sulfur concentration in the as-deposited layers was dependent on 

the duration of deposition. Mkawi et al. [148] deposited CZTS layers on flexible 

‘Cu’ substrates using sequential electrodeposition method. Films showed p-type 

conductivity, with a carrier concentration between 9.56×1016 cm–3and 3.66×1017 cm–3, 

depending on the composition of the precursor mixture. 

1.6.2.4 Other non-vacuum techniques 

Hydrothermal method is another non-vacuum method that does not require 

any expensive precursors or equipment and can be readily adopted for industrial 

production processes. It possesses remarkable reliability and selectivity as well as 

high efficiency at low temperature. Liu et al. [149] introduced hydrothermal method 

for preparing CZTS nanocrystals with an average size of 5–6 nm using simple Cu 

(II), Zn (II), Sn (II) inorganic salt and thiourea as precursor. They could synthesize 

kesterite CZTS having band gap of 1.47 eV at 180 oC. Verma et al. [150] 

synthesized nanocrystalline CZTS powder again through hydrothermal process, 

using thiourea as sulfur precursor. They got kesterite CZTS of particle size     

4-5 nm. 
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Zhou et al. [151] reported a simple and low cost screen printing approach 

for the preparation of CZTS absorber layers. Microparticles of CZTS prepared 

using wet ball milling and sintering methods, were dispersed in isopropanol. 

Separately, ethyl cellulose was dissolved in isopropanol. The screen printable 

paste was then made by mixing both solutions with small quantity of terpinol 

and deposited onto ‘Mo’ coated polyimide substrates. Band gap, sheet resistance, 

carrier concentration, and Hall mobility of the screen printed CZTS layers were 

1.49 eV, 2.42×103 Ω/□, 3.81×1018 cm-3, and 12.61 cm2.V-1.s-1  respectively. 

Wangperawong et al. [33,152] deposited SnS and ZnS on ‘Mo’ coated 

SLG substrates through chemical bath deposition (CBD) in which ‘Cu’ ions 

were incorporated into the precursor films via ion exchange technique. These 

CZTS precursor films were then annealed in H2S atmosphere at 500 oC. They 

could produce compositionally uniform microcrystalline CZTS with kesterite 

structure and band gap of 1.45 eV. 

Cao and Shen [37] used a relatively simple and convenient solvothermal 

route for the deposition of CZTS nanoparticles. Nanoparticles with diameters of 

about 5–10 nm were obtained at the temperature of 180 oC. Band gap of as 

synthesized CZTS nanoparticles was about 1.5 eV. Recently, Pal et al. [153] 

reported preparation of highly crystalline CZTS nanocrystals with controlled 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio. They obtained films with particle size less than 10 nm.  

Mau and Kim [154] successfully deposited CZTS thin films by sulfurizing 

dip coated precursors. Precursor films were obtained by several cycles of 

dipping and air-jet cutting to rinse the film and make it flat, followed by drying 

at 200 οC for 15 min. Films had a band gap of ~ 1.5 eV and absorption 

coefficient higher than 104 cm-1. Rajesh et al. [155] deposited CZTS thin films 
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using simple sol-gel dip coating method. They used zinc nitrate and copper 

nitrate for the first time as precursor material for the preparation of CZTS films. 

Guo et al. [156] for the first time reported synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles 

and its use as absorber layer in solar cell using CZTS nanocrystalline drop 

casting approach. X-ray diffraction pattern showed that as synthesized particles 

belonged to kesterite CZTS phase. EDAX analysis showed that nanoparticles 

were slightly Cu-rich. In another report same group explained the fabrication of 

7.2 % efficient solar cell using CZTS absorber layer prepared using the same 

technique [157]. Xin et al. [158] reported an efficiency of 7.37 % for dye 

sensitized solar cell constructed using CZTS nanoparticles. They synthesized 

CZTS nanoparticles using similar approach as that of Guo et al. [156]. 

Sheinhagen et al. [159] prepared CZTS nanocrystals by high temperature 

arrested precipitation of copper acetyl acetonate, zinc acetate, tin chloride 

dihydrate and elemental sulfur in oleyamine at 280 oC for 1 hour under inert 

atmosphere. These nanocrystals were slightly Sn-rich and S-deficient and had 

band gap of 1.3 eV. 

Shinde et al. [160] reported a novel chemical successive ionic layer 

adsorption and reaction (SILAR) technique for CZTS thin film formation by 

sequential reaction on SLG substrate surface. Films were then annealed in 

vacuum at 400 oC. X-ray diffraction studies showed formation of kesterite 

structure of CZTS films. Mali et al. [161] reported fabrication of CZTS thin film 

based solar cells using similar approach. CZTS thin films were formed by 

sequential immersion of substrate into the solutions of cationic and anionic 

precursors. As deposited films were dried in oven at 60 oC for 30 min. Same 

group later reported an efficiency of 1.85 % on a solar cell based on CZTS 

prepared from SILAR technique [162]. Recently, Guan et al. [163] prepared 

CZTS films by sulfurizing (Cu, Sn) S/ZnS structured precursors prepared by 
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combination of the successive ionic layer absorption and reaction method and 

the chemical bath deposition method, respectively.  

Lin et al. [164] proposed a new route to prepare CZTS thin films by spin 

coating of the precursor inks composed of Cu3SnS4 and ZnS nanoparticles and 

annealing in Ar/H2S atmosphere. Swami et al. [165] prepared CZTS films by 

spin coating of solution prepared by dissolving of copper (II) chloride, zinc     

(II) chloride, tin (IV) chloride and thiourea in 2-Methoxyethanol. X-ray 

diffraction studies showed formation of kesterite phase with peaks corresponding 

to (112), (220) and (312) planes.  

Washio et al. [166] fabricated CZTS based thin films by sulfurizing oxide 

precursor thin films synthesized through the open atmosphere type chemical 

vapor deposition (OACVD) method. Cu(C5H7O2)2, Zn(C5H7O2)2 and 

Sn(C5H7O2)2 were used as raw materials. The oxide precursor thin films were 

sulfurized at 520–560 oC in 5 % (vol) H2S balanced with N2. Formed CZTS based 

thin films included oxygen with composition ratio of O/(S + O) = 0.17–0.27. 

1.7 CZTS cell works 

Wagner et al. [167] reported the development of first (I)2(II)(IV)(VI)4 solar 

cell in 1977. An n-type CdS thin film was evaporated on vapor transportation-grown 

Cu2CdSnS4 single crystal substrate to form the p-n junction. Authors have 

mentioned that due to the large series resistance fill factor is 30 % and efficiency is 

limited to 1.6 %. The first CZTS solar cell was developed in 1988 by Ito and 

Nakazawa [57]. A heterojunction solar cell with an open circuit voltage of 165 mV 

was achieved by depositing cadmium tin oxide on CZTS thin film. Later the same 

group enhanced the voltage up to 265 mV by annealing the same device [168]. 

Katagiri et al. [53] reported their first work on CZTS thin film solar cell in 

1997. They prepared CZTS thin films on ‘Mo’ coated glass plates by 
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sulfurization of EB evaporated precursors. Fabricated solar cells, 

Al/ZnO/CdS/CZTS/Mo/SLG, showed a conversion efficiency of 0.66 %. The 

low efficiency was attributed to the degraded fill factor due to the high resistance 

of window layer. 

In 2001, Katagiri et al. [80] improved the efficiency of EB evaporated 

CZTS based solar cell to 2.62 % using CdS buffer layer deposited using CBD 

technique, together with transparent conductive ZnO:Al films deposited by RF-

magnetron sputtering. In another report they claimed the highest open circuit 

voltage of 735 mV on CZTS based solar cell [39]. In 2003, same group 

examined the effect of addition of ‘Na’ by fabricating CZTS cell using 

Na2S/Mo/SiO2/SLG substrate. The device showed an efficiency of 5.45 % and a fill 

factor of 60 % [169]. By optimizing the material composition, Jimbo et al. [88], 

enhanced the efficiency of CZTS solar cell to 5.74 %. Material composition of 

their CZTS sample was Cu/(Zn+Sn)=0.87 and Zn/Sn=1.15. They claimed that 

for better performance CZTS film should be Cu-lean and Zn-rich type. 

In 2008, Katagiri et al. [170] reported an efficiency of 6.8 % on a CZTS cell 

by soaking the CZTS layer (on ‘Mo’ coated soda lime glass substrate) in deionized 

water (DIW) after forming the CZTS layer. It was found that DIW soaking had the 

effect of preferential etching, which eliminated selectively metal oxide particles in 

the CZTS layer. Araki et al. [40] deposited six kinds of precursors with different 

stacking sequences on ‘Mo’ coated borosilicate glass substrates using EB 

evaporation. The deposited precursors were then sulfurized at 560 oC for 2 hour in 

N2+S2 vapor to form CZTS thin films and the solar cell device based on this CZTS 

film exhibited conversion efficiency of 1.79 %. Moriya et al. [52] fabricated thin 

film solar cell based on CZTS absorber layer deposited by PLD with ZnO:Al (n-type) 

as window layer and CdS as buffer layer. The device showed a conversion 

efficiency of 0.66 %. In another report they claimed an efficiency of 1.74 % on a 
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CZTS thin film solar cell prepared by PLD[106]. Scragg et al. [137] reported 

fabrication of thin film solar cell using electrodeposited CZTS absorber. The device 

showed open circuit voltage of 295 mV, short circuit current density of 8.7 mA/cm2, 

fill factor of 32 % and efficiency of 0.8 %. 

In 2009, Araki et al. [38] prepared CZTS thin films by sulfurizing 

electrodeposited precursors. A photovoltaic cell using CZTS thin film produced 

through sulfurizing an electroplated Sn-rich precursor at 600 oC exhibited 

efficiency of 0.98 %. Araki et al. [41] introduced for the first time a one step 

process of co-electrodeposition for the metal precursors. The solar cell based on 

CZTS thin film yielded a conversion efficiency of 3.16 % for an active area of 

0.15 cm2. Ennaoui et al. [141] achieved an efficiency of 3.4 % and fill factor of 

41 % on an electrodeposited CZTS thin film solar cell with chemical bath 

deposited CdS buffer layer and a sputtered i-ZnO/ZnO:Al bilayer. The best 

performance was obtained for Cu-poor samples. Tanaka et al. [112] prepared 

thin film solar cell having the structure Al/ZnO:Al/CdS/CZTS/Mo/SLG in which 

all the semiconductor layers were prepared under non-vacuum condition. In their 

work CZTS absorber was deposited using sol-gel method. They reported a 

conversion efficiency of 1.01 % under an illumination of AM 1.5 (100 mW/cm2). 

Same group later enhanced the efficiency to 1.61 % by varying the dipping time 

for the CdS deposition [111]. 

In 2009, Steinhagen et al. [159] reported a synthetic method for producing 

CZTS nanocrystals. PV devices fabricated with these CZTS nanocrystals 

exhibited power conversion efficiencies up to 0.23 %. Guo et al. [156] reported 

synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles and its use as absorber layer in solar cell using 

CZTS nanocrystalline drop casting approach. CZTS nanoparticles films were 

prepared by drop casting of CZTS nanoparticles onto ‘Mo’ coated SLG substrates. 

These films were then selenized under selenium vapor at 450 and 500 oC. The 
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solar cell constructed using the film selenized at 450 oC exhibited an efficiency 

of 0.74 %. 

In 2010, Scragg et al. [138] made large improvements to the microscopic 

and macroscopic uniformity of electrodeposited stacked elemental precursors. 

Precursors with the stacking order Cu/Sn/Cu/Zn were produced, and sulfurized 

to form CZTS films. The best device produced achieved an efficiency of        

3.2 %. Wang et al. [171] fabricated CZTS solar cell, using thermal evaporated 

CZTS absorber layer, having efficiency up to 6.8 % with absorber layer 

thickness less than 1 µm. It was found that on decreasing the thickness from 

1200 nm to 650 nm efficiency improved from 2.44 % to 6.81 %. Zhou et al. [151] 

reported a simple and low cost screen printing approach for the preparation of CZTS 

absorber layers. Solar cell based on screen printed CZTS layers with structure 

polyimide/Mo/CZTS/CdS/Al:ZnO/Al exhibited an efficiency of 0.49 %. 

In 2011, Moholkar et al. [172] reported the preparation of CZTS thin film 

solar cell using PLD. The device exhibited open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 585 mV, 

short-circuit current (Jsc) of 6.74 mA/cm2, fill factor (FF) of 51 %, and conversion 

efficiency of 2.02 %. They later enhanced the power conversion efficiency to 

3.14% [173]. The deposited CZTS thin films were annealed in 95 % N2+5 % H2S 

atmosphere at 400 oC for 1 hour. The fabricated CZTS thin film based solar cells of 

configuration glass/Mo/CZTS/CdS/Al:ZnO/Al exhibited Voc=565 mV, Jsc=8.76 

mA/cm2,  FF=55 %. Schubert et al. [85] reported a different route, a fast (16 min) 

co-evaporation of all elements in a single stage process. CZTS thin films were 

deposited on ‘Mo’ coated SLG substrates at 550 oC by thermal evaporation of 

‘Cu’, ‘Sn’ and ZnS source materials. The KCN etched CZTS thin films were 

then processed to form a thin film solar cell device of configuration 

SLG/Mo/CZTS/CdS/Al:ZnO/Ni/Al. This device showed a conversion efficiency of 

4.1 %. 
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In 2011, Mamose et al. [98] deposited ‘Cu’, ‘Zn’ and ‘Sn’ metals 

simultaneously by sputtering to obtain the CZTS precursor films. CZTS precursor 

films were then sulfurized at 590 oC for 7 min to form CZTS thin films. CZTS 

thin films were then used as absorber layer in the solar cell device which 

exhibited an efficiency of 3.7 %. Chalapathy et al. [99] deposited CZTS absorber 

on ‘Mo’ coated SLG substrates using metal precursors with the Cu/Zn/Sn/Cu 

sequence by DC sputtering. The CZTS precursors were then sulfurized in sulfur 

vapor to form the film. The configuration of Al/Al:ZnO/i-ZnO/CdS/CZTS/Mo/ 

glass showed a power conversion efficiency of 4.59 % for 0.44 cm2 area. Tanaka 

et al. [114] deposited CZTS thin films by sol–gel sulfurization. The solar cell 

fabricated using CZTS thin film with Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio 0.80 exhibited an 

efficiency of 2.03 %. Wangperawong et al. [33] used chemical bath deposition 

and ion exchange to incorporate copper, zinc, tin and sulfur into a thin film 

precursor stack. The stack was then sulfurized to form CZTS film. The solar cell based 

on this CZTS thin film with an architecture of SLG/Mo/CZTS/CdS/Al:ZnO/Al had 

an efficiency of 0.16 %. Xin et al. [158] reported an efficiency of 3.62 % for dye 

sensitized solar cell constructed using CZTS nanoparticles. 

In 2012, Washio et al. [166] reported a novel approach for CZTS thin film 

based solar cell using oxide precursors by an open atmosphere chemical vapour 

deposition (OACVD). The fabricated solar cells with structure 

SLG/Mo/CZTS/CdS/Al:ZnO/Al yielded an efficiency of 6.03 %. Moholkar et al. [174] 

fabricated CZTS thin film solar cell, using PLD, by varying the Cu/(Zn+Sn) 

ratio. Device grown using Cu/(Zn + Sn) = 1.1 had the best conversion efficiency 

of 4.13 % with Voc = 700 mV, Jsc = 10.01 mA/cm2 and FF = 59 %. Shinde et al. [160] 

reported a novel chemical successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction 

(SILAR) technique for deposition of CZTS thin film. The photo-electrochemical 

solar cell (PEC) constructed using annealed CZTS thin film exhibited an 
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efficiency of 0.12 %. Mali et al. [161] reported fabrication of CZTS thin film 

based solar cells using similar approach. CZTS thin films were formed by 

sequential immersion of substrate into the solutions of cationic precursors    

(Cu2+, Zn2+, Sn2+) and anionic (S2-) precursors. CZTS thin films with different 

number of cycles were obtained and PEC cells were formed. The best PEC cell 

formed using CZTS thin films with 40 cycles exhibited conversion efficiency of 

0.396 %. Same group of researchers later on improved the efficiency of CZTS 

thin film based solar cell using similar approach to 1.85 % [162]. 

In 2012, Woo et al. [175] reported fabrication of high quality CZTS absorber 

layer with thickness of 2.8–3.0 µm using air stable non toxic solvent based inks. As 

fabricated device exhibited total area efficiency of 5.14 %. Bhattacharya et al. [146] 

reported the deposition of electrodeposited CZTS absorber layers by annealing 

stacked Cu/Sn/Zn layers in tube furnace in presence of elemental sulfur. Absorber 

material used for device fabrication has very low carrier concentration and hence the 

device had only 1.7 % efficiency. Patel et al. [126] deposited CZTS thin films using 

spray pyrolysis technique. Solar cell fabricated using the sprayed CZTS thin film 

with superstrate structure of glass/SnO2:F/CdS/CZTS/graphite showed conversion 

efficiency of 0.154 %. Das et al. [125]  fabricated spray pyrolysed CZTS based solar 

cell using CdS as buffer layer. They reported an open circuit voltage of 280 mV and 

short circuit current density of 3.1 mA/cm2. S. Ahmed et al. [176] fabricated several 

electrodeposited CZTS solar cells with champion efficiencies ranging from 6.7 % to 

7.3 %. They made devices with an electrodeposited CuZnSn precursor that is 

sulfurized at 585 °C for 12 min.  

In 2013, Cho et al. [177] prepared CZTS thin films using precursor 

solution paste. By applying air annealing and a subsequent sulfurization process 

polycrystalline CZTS film were synthesized. A solar cell device with this CZTS 

film as absorber layer showed efficiency of 3.02 %. Ericson et al. [104] prepared 
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reactively sputtered Cu–Zn–Sn–S precursor films and recrystallized by rapid 

thermal processing to generate CZTS absorber layers. Grain size in the annealed 

films seems to increase with higher copper content and higher precursor 

deposition temperature. The best device showed an efficiency of 4.5 %. 

Fernandes et al. [93] studied effect of sulfurization time on device properties of 

DC- sputtered CZTS based solar cell. Three different time intervals, 10 min, 30 

min and 60 min, at maximum sulfurization temperature were considered. Highest 

performance were obtained for a device prepared at least time (ie., 10 min) and 

maximum efficiency obtained were 0.54 %. Sousa et al. [95] employed a hybrid 

method, combining RF-magnetron sputtering with evaporation, for the 

deposition of metallic precursors and compared two approaches to sulfurization. 

One series of precursors was sulfurized in a tubular furnace directly exposed to a 

sulfur vapor and the other one sulfurized in the same furnace but inside a 

graphite box where sulfur pellets have been evaporated. Conversion efficiency of 

2.4 %  and 1.1 % were obtained for the devices fabricated using direct sulfur flux 

and that using graphite box respectively. 

In 2013, a few works on sprayed CZTS solar cell were reported. Patel 

et al. [127] fabricated CZTS/CdS solar cell entirely by a spray pyrolysis process. 

The solar cell exhibited open-circuit voltage of 157.25 mV, short-circuit current 

density of 3.024 mA/cm−2 and fill factor of 24.77 % with irradiance of             

200 W/m−2 from the white LED source. Rodriguez et al. [133] reported fabrication 

of CZTS solar cell using pneumatic spray pyrolysis. For a device having 

CZTS/CdS/i-ZnO/ZnO:Al structure they obtained an efficiency of 0.49 %.  

In 2013, Shin et al. [178] deposited CZTS thin films over ‘Mo’ coated 

soda lime glass plates using thermal evaporation and a device having structure 

Glass/Mo/CZTS(600 nm)/CdS(90-100 nm)/i-ZnO(80 nm)/ZnO:Al(450 nm)/Ni-

Al/MgF2(100 nm) was fabricated. Under simulated AM 1.5 Global spectrum and 
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100 mW/cm2 (AM 1.5 sun) illumination they obtained an efficiency of 8.4 %. 

This is the highest efficiency reported for pure sulfide CZTS prepared by any 

method. Table 1.3 and table 1.4 gives the performance parameters of thin film 

solar cells based on vacuum deposited CZTS absorber layer and non-vacuum 

deposited CZTS absorber layer respectively. 

Table 1.3. Record efficiencies and other performance parameters of thin film 
solar cells using CZTS absorber prepared by various vacuum based 
approaches. 

Method of CZTS 
preparation 

   η 
 (%) 

Voc 
(mV) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF 
(%) Reference 

‘Ar’ beam sputtering ……. 265 0.1 …..  [168] 
DC- sputtering 4.59 545 15.44 55  [99] 
RF- sputtering 6.77 610 17.9 62  [170] 
Co-evaporation 4.1 541 13 60  [85] 
EBevaporation 4.53 629 12.53 58  [81] 
Thermal evaporation 8.4 661 19.5 66  [178] 
Pulsed laser deposition 4.13 700 10.1 59  [174] 

 

Table 1.4. Record efficiencies and other performance parameters of thin film solar 
cells using CZTS absorber prepared by various non-vacuum based 
approaches. 

Method of CZTS 
preparation 

η 
(%) 

Voc 
(mV) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF 
(%) Reference 

Spray pyrolysis 0.49 173 10.1 28.2  [133] 

Screen printing 0.49 386 4.76 27  [151] 

CBD 0.16 210 2.4 ….  [33] 

SILAR 0.396* 280 0.63 62  [161] 

Sol-gel 2.03 575 9.69 36  [114] 

CVD 6.03 658 16.5 55  [166] 

Electrodeposition 7.3 567 22 58  [176] 

*Measurement was done at 30 mW/cm2 illumination at room temperature. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Invention of p-n junction in around 1950 formed the basis of discovery of 

crystalline ‘Si’ solar cell by Pearson in 1954. A solar cell, or photovoltaic cell, is 

a semiconductor device consisting of p-n junction diode, which in the presence 

of sunlight is capable of generating electrical energy. A single cell can produce 

voltage of the order of 1 V and current of the order of few mA. Since the voltage 

and current are too small for most applications, cells should be inter connected to 

produce required voltage and current; this can be in series & parallel to form 

modules as per the power requirement. A solar module generally contains about 

30 cells to generate typically dc output of 15 V and 1.5 A. Solar array is a set of 

solar modules electrically connected and mounted on a supporting structure. 

Intensive research is going on to obtain good performance solar cells at lab scale 

and then extend these results to industrial scale.  

2.2 Solar radiation 

Solar radiation is the electromagnetic radiation emitted by the Sun. Almost 

all biological as well as physical cycles in the Earth system are driven by solar 

radiation reaching the Earth. The Sun’s total radiation output is approximately 

equivalent to that of a blackbody at 5776 K. Solar constant (Isc) is the amount of 
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solar radiation received outside the Earth’s atmosphere on surface normal to the 

incident radiation per unit time and per unit area and its value is 1367 Wm-2. 

The radiation coming directly from the Sun received at the Earth’s 

surface is called “direct solar radiation”. Quantity of scattered radiation 

coming from all other directions is called “diffuse solar radiation”. Sum of 

both components as received on a horizontal surface is called “global solar 

radiation”.  

Solar radiation is partially absorbed during its passage through the 

atmosphere. “Air mass” coefficient can be used to help characterize the solar 

spectrum after solar radiation has travelled through the atmosphere. The 

spectrum outside the atmosphere is designated as АМ 0 and that on the surface 

of the earth for normal incidence by AM 1. A typical spectrum for moderate 

climates is AM 1.5, which corresponds to an angle of incidence of solar radiation 

of 48.2° relative to the surface normal. The AM 1.5 conditions represent a 

satisfactory energy weighted average for terrestrial applications.  

2.3 p-n junctions as solar cell 

In order to convert light energy in to electrical energy, first we need to 

increase the potential energy of the carriers and then the carriers should be 

separated. The first one could be achieved by using semiconducting material, 

which possesses energy bands separated from each other by means of an 

energy gap. On absorption of a photon, difference in energy bands results in 

increase in the potential energy of electrons. Now in order to separate the 

charge carriers, an asymmetry in electronic structure in the semiconductor 

device is required. A combination of p-type semiconductor and n-type 

semiconductor has such an asymmetry which provides ‘built in electric field’ at 

the junction. When a p-n junction is illuminated electron hole pairs will be 
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created. Due to the built in field across the junction electrons will flow from p-

side to n-side and holes will flow from n-side to p-side resulting in the 

separation of the charge carriers. 

2.3.1 p-n junction under equilibrium 

When two layers of semiconductor material of opposite carrier types are 

intimately joined, exchange of charge takes place so that the Fermi level 

becomes the same in both layers. Electrons from the n-type material diffuse in to 

the p-type material and holes diffuse from the p-side to n-side. Due to this 

diffusion process the region close to the junction becomes almost completely 

depleted of mobile charge carriers. Gradual depletion of the charge carriers gives 

rise to ‘space charge’ created by the charge of the (stationary) ionized donor and 

acceptor atoms that is not compensated by the mobile charges any more. This 

region of the space charge is called the “space-charge region” or “depleted 

region”. Regions outside the depletion region, in which the charge neutrality is 

conserved, are denoted as the “quasi-neutral” regions.  

The space charge region at the junction causes internal electric field across 

the junction which makes the carriers drift in a direction opposite to that of 

diffusion current. At equilibrium, drift current balances the diffusion current and 

the net current becomes zero. At equilibrium the electrochemical potential, 

[which describes an average energy of electrons and is represented by the Fermi 

energy], is constant. i.e., under equilibrium Fermi level has a constant position in 

the band diagram. Figure 2.1 shows the energy band diagram of p-n junction at 

equilibrium.  
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Figure 2.1. p-n junction under equilibrium condition 

The energy gap between Fermi level and the conduction/valence band 

must be the same in the quasi neutral regions and is the same as in isolated n and 

p type semiconductors. In the space charge region, conduction/valence bands are 

not represented by straight lines any more but they are curved, which indicates 

the presence of an electric field. Presence of the internal electric field inside the 

p-n junction means that there is an electrostatic potential difference, V, across the 

space-charge region. Since n-side has lost electrons, and p-side has acquired 

electrons, n-side becomes positive relative to the p-side.  

2.3.2 p-n junction under bias  

When an external voltage Va is applied across the junction, the potential 

across the junction becomes V+Va. When the applied external voltage is positive 

with respect to the potential of the n-type region, the applied voltage will 

increase the potential difference across the p-n junction. This is known as 
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‘reverse biased’ condition.The potential barrier across the junction is increased 

under reverse-bias voltage, which results in a wider space-charge region.  When 

the applied external voltage is negative with respect to the potential of the n-type 

region, the applied voltage will decrease the potential difference across the p-n 

junction. This is known as ‘forward biased’ condition. Potential barrier across 

the junction is decreased under forward-bias and the space charge region 

becomes narrower. 

Shockley equation describes current voltage behaviour of an ideal p-n 

junction diode. Total current I in a diode is given by 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
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Where I0 is the reverse saturation current, Va the applied voltage, k Boltzmann 

constant, T absolute temperature & q electronic charge. The reverse saturation 

current (I0) is very important since it incorporates material parameters like 

diffusion coefficient (D), diffusion length (L), carrier life time (τ) and intrinsic 

carrier concentration ni. 
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2.3.3 p-n junction under illumination 

From the solar cell point of view, it is more important to study the 

behaviour of p-n junction under light. When the junction is illuminated, 

additional electron-hole pairs are created both in space charge region and quasi 

neutral region. Carriers created in the space charge region are readily swept out 

by the electric field at the junction (Electrons moves towards n-side and holes 

towards p-side). Now among the carriers created at the quasi neutral region, 
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those within the diffusion length can reach the junction region and will be 

‘pulled out’ to other side. Only minority carriers will cross the junctions as they 

have to go ‘down the hill’ in terms of energy. Electrons from p-side will come to 

the n-side and holes from the n-side flow towards the p-side. In this way there is 

a net increase in the negative charge at n-side and net increase in the positive 

charge at p-side. This causes a potential to appear across the p-n junction due to 

light falling on it and is known as photovoltaic effect. 

 The direction of current flow, under illumination, is from n-side to         

p-side. This current is known as light generated current (IL). Under open circuit 

condition, which means there is no external contact between the n-type and the 

p-type regions, no net current can flow inside the p-n junction. It means that the 

current resulting from the flux of photo-generated and thermally-generated carriers 

has to be balanced by the opposite recombination current. Recombination current 

will increase through lowering of the electrostatic potential barrier across the 

depletion region. The electrostatic-potential barrier across the junction is lowered 

by an amount Voc, known as open circuit voltage.  

Under illumination, when the n-type and p-type regions are short circuited, 

whole of the photo generated current will flow through the external circuit. 

Under the short circuited condition, electrostatic potential barrier is not changed, 

but from a strong variation of the quasi Fermi levels inside the depletion region 

one can determine that the current is flowing inside the semiconductor. 

When resistive load is connected between the terminals of the illuminated 

p-n junction, the junction experiences both optical and electrical bias. Now, only 

a fraction of the photo-generated current will flow through the external circuit. 

The electrochemical potential difference between the n-type and p-type regions 

will be lowered by the voltage drop over the load. This in turn lowers the 
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electrostatic potential over the depletion region which results in an increase of 

the recombination current. The net current flowing through the load is 

determined as the sum of the light generated current and the recombination 

current. The voltage drop at the load can be simulated by applying a forward-

bias voltage to the junction. Equation 2.1, which describes the behaviour of the 

junction under applied voltage, can be modified to describe the net current of the 

illuminated p-n junction 

L
kT
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The dark and illuminated I-V characteristics of the p-n junction are 

represented in figure 2.2. The illuminated I-V characteristic of the p-n junction is 

the same as the dark I-V characteristic, but it is shifted down by the light 

generated current Isc. 

 
Figure 2.2. DarK and illuminated I-V characteristics of a solar cell 
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2.4 Performance parameters of a solar cell 

The characteristic equation of a solar cell, which relates solar cell 

parameters to the output current and voltage, is given by 
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Where, IL is the light-generated current, q is the electron charge, k is the 

Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, Rsh is the shunt resistance, Rs is the 

series resistance, n is the diode ideality factor and I0 is the reverse saturation 

current of the cell. Rsh, Rs, n and I0 are known as diode parameters of the cells. 

Performance of a solar cell is monitored through four performance 

parameters viz., open circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Isc), fill factor 

(FF) and efficiency (η) of the cell. 

2.4.1 Open circuit voltage (Voc) 

Open circuit voltage (Voc) is the maximum voltage that is available from a 

solar cell. It is the voltage between the terminals of the cell when no current is 

drawn. The Voc is corresponding to the amount of forward bias of a p-n junction 

due to light generated current (at this voltage IL becomes equal and opposite to 

forward bias diffusion current of a p-n junction diode). Voc depends on light 

generated current and by assuming the shunt resistance is high enough to neglect 

the final term of the characteristic equation, Voc is given by 
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Thus for higher Voc, the I0 should be lower. Since I0depends on the 

recombination in the solar cell, Voc is actually a measure of the amount of 

recombination in the device. The lowest value of I0 is obtained when the 
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recombination rate is equal to the thermal equilibrium recombination rate. In this 

case, the maximum possible Voc for ‘Si’ solar cell is 0.85 V. Voc of a solar cell 

depends also on the band gap of the material. According to Shockley–Queisser 

limit max Voc will always be less than the band gap as shown in figure 2.3. The 

dotted line shows maximum Voc is always below the bandgap. 

 
Figure 2.3. Solid curve: The limit for Voc in the Shockley-Queisser model 

2.4.2 Short circuit current (Isc) 

Short circuit current (Isc) is the maximum current produced by a solar cell 

when its terminals are short circuited and it depends on the number of incident 

photons; this is determined by the spectrum of the incident light and the area of 

the solar cell. In order to remove the dependence of the Isc on the solar cell area, 

the short-circuit current density (Jsc) is often used to describe the maximum 

current delivered by a solar cell.  

We can relate Jsc to the incident spectrum using quantum efficiency (QE), 

which is the probability that an incident photon of energy E will deliver one 

electron to the external circuit. 
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dEEQEEbqJ ssc )()(∫=  ---------------------------------------------------------(2.6) 

Where bs(E) is the incident photon flux density and q is the electronic charge. 

Maximum current that the solar cell can deliver strongly depends on the optical 

properties (band gap, absorption coefficient & reflection coefficient) of the solar cell 

material. Jsc also depends on the collection probability of the solar cell, which 

depends mainly on the surface passivation and the minority carrier lifetime. 

Jsc of the solar cell depends strongly on the band gap of the absorber 

material. A material with large band gap will absorb less number of photons as 

compared to the materials with low band gap. Therefore, Jsc will increase with 

decrease in band gap energy. Figure 2.4 shows a plot of the possible Jsc from an 

absorber as a function of band gap. ‘Si’ has band gap of 1.1 eV, and the 

corresponding upper limit to Jsc is about 46 mA/cm2. For ‘Si’ solar cell 

maximum Jscachieved so far in the lab scale is 42.7mA/cm2. 

 
Figure 2.4. Jscvs. absorber band gap for an AM 1.5 spectrum of light 
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2.4.3 Fill factor (FF) 

Fill factor (FF), is a parameter which, in conjunction with Voc and Isc, 

determines the maximum power from a solar cell. It is defined as the ratio of the 

maximum power from the solar cell to the product of Voc and Isc. Graphically, the 

FF is the measure of "squareness" of the solar cell characteristics 

scoc

mm

JV
JV

FF =  -------------------------------------------------------------- (2.7) 

FF is the most important parameter which determines the efficiency of 

solar cell, since for the same Voc and Jsc , FF determines the maximum power 

that can be obtained from a solar cell as given by the equation.  

FFJVP scoc=max  --------------------------------------------------------- (2.8) 

In ideal case, its value can be 100 % corresponding to square I-V curve. 

But it is not feasible to have square I-V. There are always some losses which 

reduces value of FF. The best values of FF that can be obtained for a solar cell 

can be written as a function of Voc. 
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 --------------------------------------------------------(2.9) 

Where 
kT

qVv oc
oc =  is normalized voltage. Good solar cells typically will 

have FF values of about 80 %. 

2.4.4 Efficiency (η) 

Solar cell efficiency is the ratio of the power output to the power input. It 

is the most commonly used parameter to compare the performance of solar cells. 

Cell efficiency depends on spectrum and intensity of incident sunlight and also 

on temperature of solar cell. So usually solar cell efficiencies are measured under 
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standard test conditions (STC). STC specifies temperature of 25 °C and 

irradiance of 1000 W/m2 with AM 1.5 spectrum. 

in

scoc

P
FFJV

=η  --------------------------------------------------------------------- (2.10) 

Jsc of solar cell decreases with band gap and Voc increases with band gap; 

hence there should be an optimum band gap for which the efficiency of a solar 

cell would be maximum. Shockley–Queisser limit refers to the calculation of the 

maximum theoretical efficiency of a solar cell made from a single p-n junction. 

It was first calculated by William Shockley and Hans Queisser [1]. The 

calculation places maximum solar conversion efficiency around 33.7 % 

assuming a single p-n junction with band gap of 1.4 eV (using an AM 1.5 solar 

spectrum). Variation of conversion efficiency as function of band gap is shown 

in figure 2.5. 

 

 
Figure 2.5. Maximum conversion efficiency of a single junction cell vs. band gap. 
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2.5  Diode parameters of a solar cell. 

Values of the performance parameters solely depend on the diode 

parameters of cell at given illumination intensity and temperature. The four 

diode parameters of a cell are series resistance (Rs), shunt resistance (Rsh), 

ideality factor (n) and reverse saturation current (I0). Many analytical methods 

have been developed to determine one or more of the diode parameters [2]. 

2.5.1 Series resistance (Rs) 

The series resistance Rs of solar cell is important parameter that mainly 

affects the FF. Series resistance is the sum of resistances due to all components 

that comes in the path of the current [3]. This includes base, emitter, 

semiconductor-metal contact resistance and resistance of metal contact. The 

main impact of series resistance is to reduce the fill factor, although excessively 

high values may also reduce the short-circuit current. For an ideal solar cell 

series resistance should be zero. 

Series resistance does not affect the solar cell at open-circuit voltage since 

the overall current flow through the solar cell, and therefore through the series 

resistance is zero. However, near the open-circuit voltage, the IV curve is 

strongly affected by the series resistance. A straight forward method of 

estimating series resistance from solar cell is to find slope of the I-V curve at the 

open-circuit voltage point. 

As the series resistance increases, more and more voltage drop occurs 

within the cell and its I-V starts to deviate from the low Rs case (figure 2.6). For 

very high value of Rs, one gets nearly straight line with reduced Isc. But Voc 

remains the same, as in open circuit no current flows, and voltage drop in the cell 

is zero. 
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Figure 2.6. Effect of series resistance on the I-V characteristics of a solar cell 

2.5.2 Shunt resistance (Rsh) 

Parallel or shunt resistance arises from the leakage of current through the 

cell, around the edges of the device and between contacts of different polarity [4].  

 
Figure 2.7.Effect of shunt resistance on the I-V characteristics of a solar cell 
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Low shunt resistance causes power losses in solar cells by providing an 

alternate current path for the light-generated current. As shunt resistance 

decreases, the current diverted through the shunt resistor increases for a given 

level of junction voltage. The result is that the voltage-controlled portion of 

the I-V curve begins to sag toward the origin (figure 2.7), producing a 

significant decrease in the terminal current I and slight reduction in Voc. Very 

low values of Rsh will produce a significant reduction in Voc.  

2.5.3  Ideality factor (n) 

The ideality factor (n) of a diode is measure of how closely the diode 

follows the ideal diode equation. The forward current in p-n junction is 

dominated by diffusion of minority carriers injected into the neutral regions of 

the junction. This type of current gives an ideality factor of 1. Recombination of 

carriers in the space charge region, mediated by recombination centers located 

near the intrinsic Fermi level, results in an ideality factor of 2 [5]. In fact, defects 

drive the recombination process. More defects leads to more space charge 

recombination. If there were no defects present, total diode current would be 

diffusion current and n would be 1. This would be the “ideal” diode case. More 

defects drive n up to 2 (the “non-ideal” case). Value of n can be estimated 

directly from the current-voltage (I-V) data by calculating the slopes of the 

straight-line regions of dark Log I vs. V. In heterojunctions, tunneling through 

barriers may give rise to ‘n’ values greater than 2. The effect of an ideality factor 

greater than 1 is to reduce the FF of the solar cell. 

2.5.4 Reverse saturation current (I0) 

Reverse saturation current (I0) is a measure of the leakage of carriers 

across the p-n junction in reverse bias. This leakage is the result of carrier 

recombination in the neutral regions on either side of the junction. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Nowadays intense research is going on all over the world for developing 

low cost, eco-friendly thin film solar cells using earth-abundant materials. 

Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) is a relatively new and strong contender in this direction. It 

has the optimum band gap of 1.5 eV, suitable for an absorber layer and high 

absorption coefficient (> 104 cm-1). It can be deposited in thin film form using 

various vacuum and non-vacuum based approaches [1-11]. Of all the possible 

routes, devices with evaporated CZTS absorber have touched a maximum 

conversion efficiency of 8.4 % [12]. Despite the high efficiency, use of vacuum 

technique and cadmium based buffer layer are the major drawbacks for this cell. 

Aim of present work is the development of CZTS based solar cell using 

cost-effective deposition technique and cadmium free buffer layer. Hence for the 

present study we selected chemical spray pyrolysis (CSP) as the deposition 

technique. CSP is simple and low cost technique widely used for the deposition 

of thin films. Moreover, easiness of doping and possibility of large area 

deposition make this technique more popular and specifically suitable for 

depositing thin film solar cells.  
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As we mentioned in chapter 1, there are several groups currently working on 

spray deposition of CZTS. But only very few reached the level of device fabrication 

using this technique. Prabhakar et al. [13] reported the fabrication of CZTS/ZnS 

solar cell on FTO coated glass substrates using ultrasonic spray pyrolysis with 

conversion efficiency of 1.16 %. Taking into consideration of present need for low 

cost energy, we intend to work towards the development of CZTS absorber layer 

using spray pyrolysis technique and subsequently CZTS based solar cells. 

3.2 Deposition technique: Chemical spray pyrolysis 

There are various processes by which one can deposit thin films. They can be 

broadly classified as physical and chemical processes. Among these, the chemical 

processes are relatively economical and easier than the physical processes. There is 

no ideal process to prepare the compound semiconductors in thin film form which 

will satisfy all the possible requirements. Among the various chemical processes 

(viz. chemical vapour deposition, chemical spray pyrolysis, chemical bath 

deposition, sol-gel etc.),  chemical spray pyrolysis is the most popular one due to its 

simplicity, cost-effectiveness and ability to control the stoichiometry. A large variety 

of thin films from a group of inorganic, organic and polymer materials can be 

deposited onto variety of substrates such as soda glass, quartz, pyrex, sapphire, 

silicon wafer etc. There is virtually no restriction on substrate material, any substrate 

having high temperature tolerance can be used. 

Spray pyrolysis is a process in which thin film is deposited by spraying 

solution on to a pre-heated substrate, where the constituents react to form 

required chemical compound. Despite the simplicity of spray pyrolysis process, 

it has number of advantages, 

1) It is a non-vacuum technique and does not require any high quality 

targets and/or substrates. 
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2) Stoichiometry can be easily controlled by merely changing the 

concentration of precursors in the starting solution. 

3) Doping can be easily done, by adding the soluble salt of dopant into 

the precursor solution. 

4) There are virtually no restrictions on substrate materials 

dimensions or on its surface profile. Deposition over large area is 

possible. 

5) By changing composition of the spray solution during the spray 

process, films having gradient in composition across the thickness 

can be deposited. 

3.3 Effect of various deposition parameters 

In the case of spray deposition, property of the deposited films depends on 

several parameters of which the major ones are substrate temperature, spray rate 

and ratio of precursors. In this chapter, we will describe how we optimized each 

of these parameters for obtaining good quality absorber layer. Our initial aim is 

to find out the right choice of precursors for obtaining good quality CZTS 

absorber layer. 

3.3.1 Effect of precursor Choice   

Precursors used were water soluble salts of ‘Cu’, ‘Zn’, ‘Sn’ and ‘S’ 

‘Cu’-precursor: The widely used precursor for copper for depositing CZTS 

and CIS thin films using spray pyrolysis is CuCl2.2H2O [11, 14-25]. Hence it is 

used in the present case also. 

‘Zn’-precursor: There are reports on using two different precursors for Zn 

viz. Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O and ZnCl2.2H2O for spray pyrolytic deposition of 

CZTS [15, 20, 26-27]. Hence both the precursors are tried. 
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‘Sn’-precursor: Similar to the case of ‘Zn’-precursor, two different 

compounds viz. stannous chloride (SnCl2.2H2O) and stannic chloride 

(SnCl4.5H2O) were reported as precursor for ‘Sn’ [11, 16-17,21] and hence both 

these precursors are tried. 

‘S’-precursor: The water soluble organic compound CS(NH2)2 (thiourea) 

is used as the precursor for sulfur. 

3.3.1.1 Experimental 

As mentioned before, we used two different precursors for tin viz., 

stannous chloride (SnCl2) and stannic chloride (SnCl4) and two for zinc viz. zinc 

chloride (ZnCl2) and zinc acetate (Zn(CH3COO)2). Aqueous solution, containing 

cupric chloride (0.02 M), zinc acetate/zinc chloride (0.0125 M), stannous 

chloride /stannic chloride (0.0125 M) and thiourea (0.15 M), was sprayed at the 

rate of 8 ml/min onto the substrate kept at 623 K using compressed air 

(pressure~1.5 bar) as carrier gas. Concentration of thiourea was 3 times larger 

than that was required to maintain stoichiometry (0.05 M), to compensate for the 

loss of sulfur during pyrolysis. The samples were named as follows 

CZ-A – stannous chloride and zinc chloride 

CZ-B – stannous chloride and zinc acetate 

CZ-C – stannic chloride and zinc acetate 

CZ-D – stannic chloride and zinc chloride 

In order to know the best combination of precursors for getting ‘device 

quality’ CZTS absorber layer, deposited films were analyzed as follows. 

3.3.1.2 Structural studies 

Analysis of films using X-ray diffraction (XRD) can provide valuable insights 

about crystalline structure and secondary phases. Every crystalline substance gives a 
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diffraction pattern; the same substance always gives the same pattern and in a 

mixture of substances each produces its own pattern independent from others. XRD 

pattern of a pure substance is, therefore, fingerprint of the substance.  

Geometrical conditions, which must be satisfied for diffraction to occur in 

a crystal, were first established by Bragg. When monochromatic x-rays impinge 

upon the atoms in a crystal lattice, each atom acts as a source of scattering. The 

crystal lattice acts as series of parallel reflecting planes. Intensity of the reflected 

beam at certain angles will go high when the path difference between two 

reflected waves from two consecutive parallel planes is an integral multiple of λ. 

This condition is called Bragg’s law and is given by the relation 
 

)1.3.(................................................................................sin2 θλ dn =
 

 

where n is the order of diffraction, λ is the wavelength of the x-rays, d is the 

spacing between consecutive parallel planes and θ is the ‘glancing angle’[28]. 

X-ray diffraction studies give whole range of information about crystal 

structure, orientation, average crystalline size and stress in the films. 

Experimentally obtained diffraction patterns of the sample are compared with 

standard powder diffraction files published by “International Centre for 

Diffraction Data (ICDD)” formerly known as “Joint Committee on Powder 

Diffraction Standards (JCPDS)”. 

Lattice parameters of the crystallographic systems in the present study can 

be calculated using the following relation with (hkl) parameters and inter planar 

spacing ‘d’. 
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where h, k and l are the Miller indices of the plane. X-ray diffraction 

measurements of the films in the present studies were carried out using Rigaku 

X-ray diffractometer. The filtered Cu Kα (λ =1.5418 Å) radiation was used for 

recording the diffraction pattern. 

Choice of precursor plays an important role in the structure of sprayed thin 

films [29-33]. X-ray diffractograms of the CZTS films deposited using different 

precursor solutions are given in figure 3.1. All the films show preferential 

orientation along (112) plane. Crystallite size of the films increased considerably 

when the precursor of tin changes from stannous chloride to stannic chloride. 

But choice of zinc precursor does not make significant change in crystallite size 

of the films. For CZTS films prepared using stannic chloride precursor, there are 

peaks corresponding to the CuxS phase, which is not that much pronounced in 

stannous chloride based films. 

From the XRD peaks, lattice constants were calculated using equation 3.2. 

The 2θ values chosen for the calculation were 28.45 o corresponding to (112) 

plane and 47.36 o corresponding to (220) plane. The obtained lattice constants 

were  nma 5424.0=  and nmc 086.1=  which are in good agreement with the 

reported single crystal data, nma 5427.0=  and nmc 0848.1= . Values of 

crystallite size was calculated using Scherrer formula (table 3.1) 

)3.3.....(................................................................................
cos
9.0
θβ
λ

=D  

where D is the grain size, λ is the wavelength of Cu-Kα line and β is the full 

width at half maximum. 
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Table 3.1. FWHM and Crystallite size of CZTS films deposited using various 
precursors 

 

Sample name FWHM (degrees) Crystallite size (nm) 

CZ-A 0.40 20 

CZ-B 0.45 18 

CZ-C 0.23 35 

CZ-D 0.26 31 
 

 
Figure 3.1. X-ray diffractograms of CZTS samples prepared with different 

precursors. 

3.3.1.3 Compositional analysis 

Compositional analysis of the CZTS samples was done using Energy 

Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDAX),which makes use of X-ray spectrum 

(emitted by the sample on bombarding with  focused beam of electrons) to 

obtain the localized chemical composition. All elements from atomic number 4 

(Be) to 92 (U) can be detected in principle; however all instruments are not 
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equipped for 'light' elements (Z < 10). Qualitative analysis involves 

identification of lines in the spectrum and is fairly straightforward owing to the 

simplicity of X-ray spectra. Quantitative analysis (determination of the 

concentrations of the elements present) entails measuring ‘line intensity’ for 

each element in the sample and then calibrating with standards of known 

composition. 

From the EDAX studies done on precursor varied samples (table 3.2), it 

was found that copper concentration was low in all the films as it was in the 

precursor solution. In most of the works reported in spray pyrolysed CZTS films, 

the sulfur content is low [11,14]. Nakayama and Ito [34] were able to increase 

sulfur content in spray deposited film to 48 at. % by adding 30 vol. % ethanol to 

the solvent. But we could deposit films in which sulfur content was quite close to 

the stoichiometric value. It could be observed that the film CZ-C was nearly 

stoichiometric with Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio of 0.91, Zn/Sn ratio of 0.88 and S/metal 

ratio of 1.01. However the composition of all other films showed large deviation 

from stoichiometry. Chlorine was present in both the samples in almost same 

proportion, irrespective of the precursor solutions chosen. Though the reason is 

quite obscure, we could observe that the Zn/Sn ratio in CZ-A and CZ-B was 

much lower than that of other two films. 

Table.3.2. Elemental composition of CZTS films prepared using different precursors 

Sample Cu 
(at.%) 

Zn 
(at.%) 

Sn 
(at.%) 

S 
(at.%) 

Cl 
(at.%) SnZn

Cu
+

 

Metal
S

 

Sn
Zn

 

CZ-A 23.4 7.1 17.8 48.7 3 0.94 1.01 0.40 
CZ-B 22.4 7.4 19.5 47.9 2.8 0.83 0.97 0.38 
CZ-C 23.1 11.8 13.5 48.9 2.6 0.91 1.01 0.88 
CZ-D 22.5 11.4 15.4 47.5 3.2 0.84 0.96 0.74 
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3.3.1.4 Electrical properties 

Conductivity type of the films can be found out using hot probe technique 

(otherwise known as thermoelectric probe method). In this method conductivity 

type is determined by the sign of thermal EMF or ‘Seebeck voltage’ generated 

by thermal gradient between two probes kept in contact with the sample surface 

of which one is hot and the other is cold. In a voltmeter (positive terminal 

connected to the hot probe and negative terminal to the cold probe) which is kept 

in contact with an n-type material, a positive voltage is detected. For a p-type 

material, the voltage detected is negative [35]. Hot probes are usually effective in 

resistivity range of 10-3 to 103 Ω.cm. In the present work conductivity type is 

evaluated using hot probe method at room temperature. All CZTS films 

exhibited p-type conductivity regardless of the choice of precursor. 

Electrical resistivity of the films was measured using ‘two probe method’ 

with the electrode in planar geometry. Measurements were done by giving 

electrical contacts using silver amalgam in the form of two end contacts. The 

dark resistivity is given by 

Id
Vlt

=ρ  ------------------------------------------------------------------ (3.4) 

Where V is the applied voltage, I is the measured current, l is the length of the 

electrodes, d is the distance between the electrodes and t is the thickness of the 

film. In all our resistivity measurements, we kept electrode length and distance 

between two electrodes as 5 mm so that resistivity is the product of sheet 

resistance (V/I) and thickness (t) of the film. 

Room temperature resistivity of CZTS samples was calculated using two 

probe method. There is not much variation in resistivity when the zinc precursor 

changes. But the resistivity decreases by two orders of magnitude just by 
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changing the precursor from stannous to stannic chloride. The values obtained 

were of the order of 10-1 Ω.cm and 10-3 Ω.cm for films based on stannous and 

stannic chloride respectively. There have been reports about controlling the 

resistivity by varying substrate temperature [11]. However, variation in resistivity 

by this order, solely due to a change in precursor, has not been reported earlier. 

3.3.1.5 Hall measurements 

Hall Effect is a technique that can give lot of information about the 

conduction properties of semiconductors. Mobility and carrier concentration can 

be obtained from the Hall coefficient in conjunction with the resistivity. Mobility 

is pertinent to the understanding of solar cells since such things as ‘carrier life 

time’ and ‘short circuit current density’ of the solar cells are related to this 

parameter of semiconductors. 

Hall Effect occurs when material carrying current is subjected to magnetic 

field perpendicular to the direction of the current; if the current is flowing in the 

x-direction and the magnetic field is applied in the z-direction, the potential 

gradient will appear across the sample in the y-direction. This transverse 

potential gradient is found to be proportional to product of the current density in 

the sample and the applied magnetic field; the constant of proportionality is 

called the “Hall coefficient.” The Hall voltage VH, is given by 

d
IBRV H

H =  --------------------------------------------------------------- (3.5) 

Where, d is the sample dimension in the direction of magnetic field B, RH is the 

hall coefficient and Iis the current through the sample [35]. 

Hall measurements described in this thesis were done using four probe van 

der Pauw configuration with AC modulation of magnetic field at room 

temperature employing Ecopia (model No HMS-5300;  magnetic field= 0.57 T) 
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capable of current measurement in the range 1nA- 20 mA. Measurements (table 3.3) 

were performed on all the samples which indicated that samples prepared using 

stannic chloride precursor was far better in terms of carrier concentration and 

mobility. Resistivity values obtained from Hall measurement system (using van 

der Pauw method) were in good agreement with that obtained from two probe 

method. Positive value of Hall coefficient indicated that both samples are p-type.  

Table 3.3. Carrier concentration, Mobility, Hall coefficient and Resistivity of 
the CZTS samples prepared with different precursors. 

 

Sample 
name 

Carrier conc. 
(cm-3) 

Mobility  
(cm2/Vs) 

Resistivity  
(Ω.cm) 

Hall coefficient 
(cm3/C) 

CZ-A 9.31×1018 1.63 4.10×10-1 6.71×10-1 
CZ-B 1.03×1019 1.98 3.07×10-1 6.06×10-1 
CZ-C 0.83×1021 2.21 3.43×10-3 7.57×10-3 
CZ-D 1.03×1021 1.74 3.49×10-3 6.08×10-3 

 

3.3.1.6 Morphological Studies 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) uses focused electron probe to 

extract structural and chemical information point-by-point from a region of 

interest in the sample [35]. Use of electrons has two main advantages over 

optical microscopes: much larger magnifications (> 100,000 X) are possible 

since electron wavelength is much smaller than photon wavelength and the depth 

of field is much higher. Image in an SEM is produced by scanning the sample 

with the focused electron beam and detecting secondary and/or back scattered 

electrons. High spatial resolution of SEM makes it powerful tool to characterize 

wide range of specimens at the nanometer to micrometer scales. In the present 

work JEOL, JSM-840 was employed to characterize the films. 

As seen from X-ray diffraction studies, there is not much variation 

between the structures of the films with change in zinc precursor. But there is 
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clear change in structure with respect to tin precursor. Figure 3.2 depicts the 

SEM images of CZTS thin films CZ-B and CZ-C. The micrographs indicate that 

there are no well-defined grains in the film CZ-B. Grains are larger and densely 

packed in film CZ-C indicating that grain growth is enhanced due to a change in 

precursor solution.  

 
Figure 3.2. SEM micrograph of CZTS films prepared using different precursors (a) 

film CZ-B (b) film CZ-C. 

Grain size values (1 to 2 µm) match perfectly well with the reported 

values. It is well known that larger size of grains in absorber layer contribute to 

better conversion efficiency in polycrystalline solar cells, and hence, large grain 

growth is required for the fabrication of high-performance photovoltaic devices. 

3.3.1.7 Optical Studies 

Optical absorption of the films has been studied in the wavelength range 

190-2500 nm without accounting for reflection and transmission losses. 

Variation of absorbance with wavelength is analyzed to find out nature of the 

transition and the band gap of the films. Nature of the transition and optical band 

gap depends on the well known relation 

υ
υα
h

EhA ng )( −
= -------------------------------------------------------- (3.6) 
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Where Eg is the separation between bottom of the conduction band and top 

of the valence band, hυ is the photon energy and n is a constant. Value of n 

depends on the probability of transition; it takes values as 1/2, 3/2, 2 and 3 for 

direct allowed, direct forbidden, indirect allowed and indirect forbidden 

transitions, respectively. Thus, if the plot of (αhυ)2 versus hυ is linear, the 

transition is directly allowed.  

In the present work, band gap of films was measured using optical 

absorbance of the films. Spectrum was recorded using UV-ViS-NIR 

Spectrometer (JASCO V 570 model). The results were combined with thickness 

to estimate the band gap for each sample [36]. Band gap of the films is 

determined by extrapolating the linear region of the (αhυ)2 versus hυ (photon 

energy) curve to the intercept of the hυ axis, as can be seen in figure. 3.3. 

 
Figure 3.3. Absorption spectra of CZTS films prepared using different 

precursors (a) film CZ-B (b) film CZ-C. 

It was observed that film CZ-B have much lower band gap (~1.30 eV) as 

compared to film CZ-C (~1.50 eV). This may be due to the deviation of 

chemical composition from stoichiometry[37]. However the band gap of sample 

CZ-C is fairly close to the optimum value for a solar cell absorber. Absorption 

coefficient in the visible region was >104 cm-1. These values are in good 
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agreement with the reported values [38-39]. No signature of CuxS phase could be 

obtained from the absorption spectra. Thus from the optical and electrical 

characterizations, stannic chloride was adjudged as the precursor of tin which 

yielded samples with properties ideal for device purpose. In the case of zinc, 

both precursors gave almost similar results; but due to the ease of dissolving, we 

selected zinc acetate as the precursor for zinc for further studies.  

3.3.1.8 Fabrication of Junction 

In this section we report fabrication of heterojunction using CZTS as 

absorber layer and In2S3 as buffer layer. Glass plates coated with ITO (thickness 

2000 Å, optical transmission 82 % and electrical resistivity 2.25×10-4 Ω cm; 

Geomatec, Yokohama, Japan) are used as the substrates. ITO serves as bottom 

electrode and metallic silver, deposited over the CZTS/In2S3 junction using 

vacuum evaporation, serves as top contact.  

In order to ascertain our observations that stannic chloride based CZTS 

films are candidates with ideal properties for absorber layer, junctions were 

fabricated with CZTS films CZ-B and CZ-C as absorber layers.  For preparing 

these p-n junctions, films of CZTS (samples CZ-B and CZ-C) were deposited 

over ITO coated glass substrates kept at 350 oC which was followed by the 

deposition of In2S3 layer (In:S ratio 2:8) above it using CSP technique at the 

same substrate temperature. Silver electrodes of area 5 mm2 were vacuum 

evaporated for top contact, at 2×10-5 Torr. These cells were illuminated in the 

‘front wall mode’ using tungsten halogen lamp, (intensity of 100 mW/cm2). 

Infrared filter along with water jacket was used to ensure that there was no 

heating of the device during measurement. J-V characteristics of the cells were 

recorded using SMU with the help of Metric’s Interactive Characterization 

Software (ICS). 
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For the cells prepared using CZ-B, the junction was quite good; but 

sensitivity to light was negligible whereas for cells prepared using CZ-C, we got 

open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 380 mV and short-circuit current density (Jsc) of    

2.4 mA/cm2. J-V curves under illumination, for cells prepared using CZ-B and 

CZ-C are shown in figure 3.4. Even though carrier concentration is quite 

commendable, mobility is quite low as in the published reports [40-41]. This 

might be the reason for low value of Jsc. For comparison,Voc and Jsc values 

obtained for both the junctions have been tabulated in table 3.4. 

Table 3.4. Cell parameters of CZTS based solar cell deposited using various 
precursors 

 

Cell using CZTS film Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) 

CZ-B (Cell A) 91 0.41 

CZ-C (Cell B) 380 2.40 
 

 
Figure.3.4. Semi logarithmic plot of illuminated J-V characteristics of cell 

prepared using film CZ-B (Cell A) and film CZ-C (Cell B). 
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3.3.1.9 XPS analysis of Junction 

Surface analysis by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) involves 

irradiation of the solid in vacuo with monoenergetic soft X-rays and sorting the 

emitted electrons by energy. The spectrum obtained is a plot of the number of 

emitted electrons per energy interval versus their kinetic energy. Since the mean 

free path of the electrons is very small, the electrons which are detected originate 

from only the top few atomic layers. Quantitative data can be obtained from the 

peak heights or areas and identification of chemical states often can be made 

from the exact positions and seperations of the peaks [42]. 

In the present study XPS spectra of the samples were recorded using an 

ULVAC-PHI unit (model: ESCA 5600 CIM) employing argon ion sputtering 

(Voltage= 3 kV, Raster size = 3×3 mm2, pressure 10-8 mbar). Al Kα X-ray 

(1486.6 eV) with a beam diameter of 0.8 mm and power of 400 W was used as 

the incident beam. 

From the XPS ‘depth profiling’ of the junction (figure 3.5), the binding 

energy values obtained for Cu 2p1/2, Cu 2p3/2, Zn 2p3/2, Sn 3d3/2, Sn 3d5/2 and        

S 2p1/2 electrons were 952, 933, 1022, 495, 487 and 162 eV respectively, which 

matches closely with values already reported [43]. Atomic concentrations of 

‘Cu’, ‘Zn’, ‘Sn’ and ‘S’ were in agreement with those obtained from EDAX 

measurements. Binding energies of indium indicated formation of indium sulfide 

(444.9 and 452.9 eV for In 3d5/2 and In 3d3/2, respectively). It could be observed 

that ‘Cu’ diffused into the In2S3 layer which may be due to the high diffusion 

coefficient of ‘Cu’ [44]. Due to this diffusion, there is a gradient in concentration 

of ‘Cu’ towards the junction which helps in the formation of resistive layer near 

the junction and a more conducting layer near the collection electrode. Resistive 

layer near the junction is useful to reduce the leakage current. 
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Figure.3.5. XPS depth profile of the Cu2ZnSnS4/In2S3 Junction. 

3.3.2 Effect of substrate temperature 

In the case of spray pyrolytic deposition, there is a characteristic substrate 

temperature for which good quality film is obtained.  In order to find out the 

optimum temperature, films were prepared by varying substrate temperature 

from 300 to 400 oC, in steps of 25 oC. Samples were named as C300, C325, 

C350, C375 and C400. Precursors used for copper, zinc, tin and sulphur were 

copper chloride (CuCl2 2H2O), zinc acetate (Zn(CH3COO)2), stannic chloride 

(SnCl4 5H2O) and thiourea (CS(NH2)2) respectively. The precursors were 

dissolved in water and sprayed on to the preheated soda lime glass (SLG) 

substrates. Concentration of CuCl2.2H2O, Zn(CH3COO)2, SnCl4.5H2O and 

CS(NH2)2 in the spray solution was 0.02, 0.0125, 0.0125 and 0.15 M 

respectively and spray rate was 8 ml/min; volume of spray solution used for each 
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spray was 140 ml. In all the cases, distance between spray head and substrate 

was maintained at 20 cm. 

3.3.2.1 Structural Studies 

X-ray diffractograms of the CZTS films prepared at different substrate 

temperatures are shown in figure 3.6. 

 
Figure. 3.6. X-ray diffractograms of CZTS samples prepared at different 

temperatures 

Peaks corresponding to the (112), (200), (220) and (312) planes of CZTS, 

characteristic of the ‘kesterite’ structure could be seen in all films. The ‘d’ values 

coincided with that of CZTS (JCPDS card no. 26-0575) with preferential 

orientation along the (112) plane.  Peaks in XRD pattern become more intense 

and the ‘full width at half maximum’ reduce to minimum up to a substrate 

temperature of 350 oC, indicating clear improvement in crystallinity. Beyond 350 oC, 

“retracing phenomenon” is observed. Crystallite size of the films (calculated 

using Scherrer formula) increased from 24 to 31 nm for 350 oC and then 

decreased. Kamoun et al. [45] also reported that best crystallinity was observed 
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at substrate temperature of 340 oC for spray pyrolysed CZTS thin films. Peaks 

corresponding to secondary phase of CuxS (JCPDS card no. 42-0564) could also 

be seen in the figure. 

3.3.2.2 Optical properties 

Band gap of the films was determined by extrapolating linear region of 

(αhυ)2 versus hυ (photon energy) curve to intercept hυ axis (figure. 3.7). Indeed 

band gap decreased from 1.66 to 1.42 eV for 350 oC.  Like grain size, band gap 

also showed a “retracing nature” beyond 350 oC. This range of values is in good 

agreement with the reported direct band gap of CZTS [2]. No signature of CuxS 

phase could be obtained from the absorption spectra. 

 
Figure 3.7. (αhυ)2 vs. hυ graph of CZTS samples prepared at different substrate 

temperatures. 

3.3.2.3 Thickness measurement 

Thickness of the films has a crucial role in the properties of thin films. 

Various techniques are available to measure film thickness which are basically 

divided in to optical and mechanical methods, and are usually non destructive; but 
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sometimes it can be destructive in nature. Stylus profilometer is an advanced tool 

for thickness measurement of both thin and thick films. It is capable of 

measuring thickness even below 100 Å. The instrument can also be used to 

profile/measure topography, ‘waviness’, as well as surface roughness in the sub 

micrometer range [46]. 

In the present work, thickness of the samples was measured using Dektak 

6M Stylus profiler. It was found that thickness (table 3.5) decreased with 

substrate temperature. In spray pyrolysed films, it was already observed that 

higher substrate temperatures yielded thinner films [47]. Also the films become 

less rough as temperature increases, due to the higher nucleation rates at elevated 

substrate temperatures. 

3.3.2.4 Electrical analysis 

All CZTS films exhibited p-type conductivity regardless of substrate 

temperature and resistivity was ~10-2 Ω.cm. Resistivity also decreased up to 

substrate temperature of 350 oC and then increased. Thickness, roughness and 

resistivity of the films are tabulated in table 3.5. 

Table. 3.5. Thickness, roughness and resistivity of the samples prepared at different 
substrate temperatures 

 

Sample Name Thickness (nm) Roughness (nm) Resistivity (Ω.cm) 
C300 1670 230 8.7×10-2 
C325 1565 195 2.8×10-2 
C350 1430 160 1.8×10-2 
C375 1350 130 3.1×10-2 

3.3.2.5 Compositional analysis 

It was found that the CZTS film deposited at 350 oC was nearly 

stoichiometric with Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio 0.91, Zn/Sn ratio 1.01 and S/metal ratio 

0.88. For stoichiometric sample, all these ratios should be 1. Our next aim is to 
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obtain a stoichiometric, single phase CZTS film. For that we deposited films 

with different concentration of copper in the precursor solution. 

3.3.3 Effect of copper concentration 

For this study, substrate temperature was fixed at 350oC.Precursors used for 

copper, zinc, tin and sulphur were copper chloride (CuCl2.2H2O), zinc acetate 

(Zn(CH3COO)2), stannic chloride (SnCl4.5H2O) and thiourea (CS(NH2)2) 

respectively. These precursors were dissolved in water and sprayed on to preheated 

soda lime glass (SLG) substrates. Concentration of CuCl2.2H2O was varied from 

0.01 M to 0.03 M in steps of 0.005 M while the concentrations of(Zn(CH3COO)2), 

SnCl4.5H2O and CS(NH2)2 in the spray solution were 0.01, 0.01 and 0.12 M 

respectively. Spray rate, volume and distance between spray head and substrate 

heater were maintained at the same values as in the earlier study.  

3.3.3.1 Compositional analysis 

In order to confirm whether we could achieve stoichiometry through the 

variation of copper concentration, compositional analysis using EDAX was 

done. For each sample measurement was taken from different points on the 

surface and their mean values are taken. As expected, copper incorporation in the 

film increased with the increase in copper concentration in the precursor 

solution. Results of the measurements are tabulated in table 3.6.  

Table 3.6. Elemental composition of CZTS films prepared by varying the 
copper concentration 

 

Sample Cu 
(at.%) 

Zn 
(at.%) 

Sn 
(at.%) 

S 
(at.%) SnZn

Cu
+

 
Sn
Zn

 
Metal

S
 

C-0.01 20.6 17.5 13.2 48.7 0.67 1.33 0.95 
C-0.015 25.2 13.2 12.4 49.2 0.98 1.06 0.97 
C-0.02 26.0 13.4 16.3 44.3 0.87 0.82 0.80 
C-0.025 30.2 10.3 12.3 47.2 1.33 0.84 0.89 
C-0.03 33.2 8.8 8.2 49.8 1.95 1.07 0.99 
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For 0.015 M copper, we got almost stoichiometric CZTS film. From the 

EDAX spectrum of the stoichiometric CZTS film (figure 3.8) peaks 

indicating the presence of copper, zinc, tin and sulfur could be clearly seen. 

Peaks due to silicon and oxygen could also be seen which were from the SLG 

substrate.  

 

Figure 3.8 EDAX spectrum of stoichiometric CZTS film. 

3.3.3.2 Structural Analysis using XRD 

Since the study was on effect of copper concentration, there is a chance of 

formation of secondary phases. In order to confirm this, X-ray diffraction studies 

were done. Figure 3.9 shows X-ray diffraction pattern of CZTS films deposited 

with different copper concentrations. Films are polycrystalline in nature with 

kesterite structure. Peaks corresponding to the planes (112), (200), (220) and 

(312) could be clearly seen in all films. Preferential orientation was along (112) 

plane. As the concentration of copper increases, secondary phase corresponding 

to CuxS phase becomes visible in the pattern and intensity of the corresponding 

peaks increased with the concentration. 
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From compositional analysis it was found that copper concentration in the 

film is high for samples C-0.025 and C-0.03. As evident from XRD pattern, 

secondary CuxS phase is also prominent in these samples. Grain size of the 

samples was calculated using Scherrer formula and this was found to be 

maximum for the nearly stoichiometric film C- 0.015 (~30 nm). 

 
Figure. 3.9. X-ray diffractograms of CZTS samples prepared with different 

copper concentrations 

3.3.3.3 Structural analysis using Raman spectra 

To clarify the presence of secondary phases in these films, Raman 

microprobe measurements were performed. Raman spectroscopy is a technique 

that can detect both organic and inorganic species, and measure crystallinity of 

solids [35]. Raman spectroscopy is based on the Raman effect, first reported by 

Raman in 1928 [48]. 

If the incident photon imparts part of its energy to the lattice in the form of 

phonon, it emerges as a lower energy photon. This ‘down converted frequency 
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shift’ is known as Stokes shifted scattering. Anti-Stokes shifted scattering results 

when the photon absorbs a phonon and emerges with higher energy. Anti-Stokes 

mode is much weaker than the Stokes mode and hence Stokes-mode scattering is 

usually monitored. In Raman spectroscopy a laser beam, referred to as the pump, 

is incident on the sample. The weak scattered light or the Raman signal is passed 

through double monochromator to reject the Rayleigh scattered light and the 

Raman shifted wavelengths are detected by a photo detector.  

Various properties of the semiconductors, mainly composition and crystal 

structure, can be determined using this technique. Information about structure, phase, 

grain size, phonon confinement etc. can be obtained from Raman spectroscopy. The 

lines become very broad for amorphous semiconductors, allowing distinction to be 

made between single crystal, polycrystalline, and amorphous materials. 

 
Figure. 3.10. Raman scattering spectra of CZTS samples prepared with different 

copper concentrations 
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In the present work, Raman studies were carried out, in the back scattering 

mode, at room temperature using micro Raman system (JobinYvon Horiba 

LABRAM-HR) in the visible range (400-1100 nm) with spectral resolution of 1 cm-1 . 

Argon ion laser of wavelength 488 nm was used as the excitation source. 

According to the literature main peaks of the possible secondary phases 

are found at 352 cm-1 for ZnS, 475 cm-1 for Cu2-xS, 314 cm-1 for SnS2 and 318 

cm-1 for copper tin sulfide (CTS) [49]. Raman spectra of CZTS films are 

characterized by the presence of two main peaks at about 286-289 cm-1 and   

337-339 cm-1 [50-52]. According to Himmirch and Haeuseler [50] the strongest 

peak at 337-339 cm-1 is attributed to the ‘A1 symmetry’ and it is related with the 

vibration of the ‘S’ atoms.  

 Figure 3.10 Shows the Raman spectra for CZTS films deposited for 

various copper concentrations. It is clear that strong peak appears at 338 cm-1 

which indicates formation of CZTS. Also there is a shoulder for the main peak at 

351 cm-1 which is reported by some other groups also [51, 52]. As copper 

concentration increases beyond 0.015 M, a peak at 475 cm-1 due to the Cu2-xS 

phase appears and its intensity increases as the concentration increases. This 

peak at 475cm-1 is reported earlier in case of CZTS films prepared through spray 

pyrolysis [53] and other methods also [1, 52, 54-55]. For C-0.03 sample the 

prominent peak is due to the Cu2-xS phase. 

3.3.3.4 Morphological studies 

Figure 3.11 shows the SEM image of CZTS thin films prepared for 

various copper concentrations.  
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Figure.3.11. SEM micrographs of CZTS samples prepared with different 

copper concentrations. (a) C-0.01 (b) C-0.015 (c) C-0.02 (d) C-0.03 

It is well known that efficiency of polycrystalline thin film solar cell 

increases with increasing grain size of the absorber layer and therefore, larger 

grains are required for the fabrication of high efficiency solar cells [56]. In the 

present work, it is obvious from the SEM images that, as the copper concentration 

increases there is improvement in grain morphology and size. Increase in grain 

size could be clearly seen when copper concentration increases from 0.01 M to 

0.015 M. Beyond that, agglomeration of grains occurs. Similar observation was 

reported earlier for copper variation in spray deposited CZTS films [57]. 

3.3.3.5 Optical studies 

Optical band gap was deduced from (αhυ)2 versus hυ plot (figure 3.12) and 

it was found that it reduced from 1.55 eV to 1.21 eV as the copper concentration 

increased from 0.01 M to 0.03 M. Similar range of values of band gap was 

reported earlier by Tanaka et al. [58] for CZTS thin films.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 3.12 (αhυ)2 vs. hυ graph of CZTS samples prepared with different 

copper concentrations. 

Decrease in band gap with increase in copper concentration is also 

observed by Kumar et al. [57] for sprayed CZTS thin films and by Tuttle       

et al. [59] in the case of CuInSe2 thin films. Absorption coefficient of the 

samples was greater than 104 cm-1
. Thus it was inferred that the films had 

good absorbance in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Any 

information about secondary phases was not available from absorption 

spectra. 

3.3.3.6 Electrical studies 

Sheet resistance of the samples measured using two probe technique 

decreased with increase in copper concentration. Thickness and roughness of the 

samples also increased with copper concentration. By multiplying sheet 

resistance with thickness, resistivity of the films was calculated and is tabulated 

in table 3.7. All the samples show p-type conductivity.  
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Table. 3.7. Thickness, roughness and resistivity of the samples prepared with 
different copper concentrations. 

 

Sample name Thickness (nm) Roughness (nm) Resistivity (Ω.cm) 
C-0.01 875 216 8.1×10-1 
C-0.015 1010 238 3.8×10-2 
C-0.02 1165 277 1.8×10-2 
C-0.025 1320 331 1.2×10-2 
C-0.03 1530 373 6.6×10-3 

3.3.4 Effect of spray rate 

Spray rate is another important parameter in the deposition of thin films 

through spray pyrolysis method. Tina et al. [60] reported that properties like 

crystallinity, surface morphology, resistivity and even thickness are affected by 

changes in spray rate. This section reports the results on the effect of spray rate 

on the growth of CZTS films. Precursors for copper, zinc, tin and sulfur were 

same as for earlier studies. Substrate temperature is kept at 350 oC and 

Cu:Zn:Sn:S ratio in the precursor solution is taken as 1.5:1:1:12. Spray rate was 

varied as 2 ml/min, 4 ml/min, 6 ml/min, 8 ml/min and 10 ml/min. These samples 

were named as C2, C4, C6, C8 and C10 respectively. To find out the optimum 

spray rate, structural, optical and electrical characterizations were done. 

3.3.4.1 Structural characterization 

X-ray diffraction pattern of the CZTS films deposited at different spray 

rates are shown in figure 3.13. For Sample C2, in addition to peaks 

corresponding to CZTS phase, there are peaks corresponding to secondary phases  

such as Cu1.8S (JCPDS card no. 47-1748) and CuxS (JCPDS card no.  42-0564). 

Also for high spray rate (C10) there is CuxS phase as indicated by the peak at 

46.2 o. However sample C6 is devoid of any secondary phases. Grain size of the 

films decreased as the spray rate increased up to 8 ml/min and then slightly 

increased. Similar decrease in grain size with increase in spray rate is observed 

in the case of sprayed CuInS2 films also [60]. 
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Figure. 3.13. X-ray diffractograms of CZTS samples prepared at different 

spray rates 

3.3.4.2 Optical studies 

(αhυ)2 versus hυ plot of CZTS films deposited at different spray rates is 

shown in figure 3.14. For C2 the band gap obtained is 1.6 eV and we can see that 

the absorption of the tail region was extremely elevated. This elevation means 

that there is absorption in the lower energy region than the band gap energy. This 

might be due to the presence of binary compounds of ‘Cu’ and ‘S’ which were 

confirmed from XRD analysis. Similar observations of elevated absorption tail 

were made earlier for E-B evaporated CZTS thin films when the Cu/(Zn+Sn) 

ratio increased beyond 0.94 [61]. 
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Figure.3.14. Absorption spectra of CZTS samples prepared at different spray rates 

As the spray rate increased, band gap decreased and elevation of 

absorption tail decreased. At a spray rate of 6 ml/min (C6), the band gap was    

1.5 eV, suitable for photovoltaic energy conversion. Beyond 6 ml/min there were 

two linear portions in the (αhυ)2 versus hυ plot, which indicates two band gaps; 

one is due to the CZTS phase ( at ~1.4 eV) other one is due to CuxS phase         

(~ 1.8 eV). Direct optical band gap of CuxS reported earlier in literature is in the 

range 1.7-2.16 eV based on the value of ‘x’[62]. 

3.3.4.3 Electrical studies 

Resistivity of the films was calculated from the values of sheet resistance 

and thickness. Thickness of the samples increased from 650 nm to 880 nm when 

the spray rate increased from 2 ml/min to 10 ml/min. Resistivity values increased 
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steadily up to 6 ml/min and then slightly decreased. This increase in resistance 

might be due to the decrease in crystallinity with spray rate. Roughness of the 

films also increased with spray rate, which is a common observation in spray 

deposited films [60]. 

Table. 3.8. Thickness, Roughness and Resistivity of the CZTS samples prepared 
at different spray rates. 

 

Sample name Thickness (nm) Roughness (nm) Resistivity (Ω.cm) 
C2 650 152 4.6×10-3 
C4 690 164 4.4×10-3 
C6 775 171 1.8×10-2 
C8 820 186 2.2×10-2 
C10 880 195 4.6×10-2 

3.4  Conclusions 

In this chapter we have studied the effect of choice of precursors on the 

properties of sprayed CZTS absorber layer and also on the performance of 

CZTS/In2S3 heterojunction. Effects of substrate temperature, copper concentration 

and spray rate on the properties of CZTS thin films were also investigated. From 

the precursor variation studies, it was found that stannic chloride and zinc acetate 

are better choices for tin and zinc precursors compared to stannous chloride and 

zinc chloride. To prove this result, rather than sticking on to just material 

characterization, heterojunctions were fabricated using CZTS as absorber and 

In2S3 as buffer layer. For junction fabricated using CZTS prepared from stannic 

chloride precursor, we got open circuit voltage of 340 mV and short circuit 

current density of 2.4 mA/cm2. 

It was found that, as substrate temperature increased, crystallinity 

increased up to 350 oC and then decreased. Resistivity data also supported the 

results from XRD, by showing a decrease up to 350 oC followed by an increase. 
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All the samples were p-type. Band gap of the samples also showed the same 

trend. From the variation of copper concentration we found that stoichiometric 

CZTS film could be deposited if we take the molarity of copper, zinc, tin and 

sulfur in the precursor solution as 0.015, 0.01, 0.01, 0.12 M respectively. 

Deposition at lower spray rates resulted in films with secondary phases.              

6 ml/min was optimized as the spray rate for obtaining good quality CZTS films. 

Thus in the present work, we optimized substrate temperature, spray rate, choice 

and ratio of precursors for obtaining device quality CZTS thin film for using as 

an absorber layer in thin film solar cells. 
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4.1 Introduction 

In most of the reports of CZTS based solar cells, CdS was used as the 

buffer layer. However, CdS, having band gap of 2.45 eV, limits short-

wavelength response of the device and therefore the short circuit current (Jsc). 

Much more than that, replacement of hazardous CdS buffer is also motivated by 

concern on environmental safety [1]. Development of wide band gap materials 

for buffer layer application and optimization of electronic band structure at 

buffer/CZTS interface are key issues that are being addressed now to improve 

the device properties. The current chapter is focused on indium sulfide 

compound as the promising material for Cd-free buffer layer and describes 

fabrication of heterojunction solar cell using CZTS as absorber layer and indium 

sulfide (In2S3) as buffer layer followed by the steps for improvement of 

performance parameters of the cell.  

Indium (III) sulfide is an inorganic compound with the formula In2S3. It is 

a promising III-VI semiconductor material for optoelectronic, photovoltaic and 
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photo-electrochemical solar cell applications due to its stability, wider band gap 

and photo conducting behavior. More over this is a nontoxic n-type 

semiconductor material with energy band gap of 2.0- 2.8 eV [2-3]. It exists in 

three different crystallographic structures α, β and γ in which α-In2S3 has defect 

cubic structure, β-In2S3 has defect spinel, tetragonal structure and γ-In2S3 has 

layered structure. Among these, β-In2S3 is considered to be the most stable form 

at room temperature.  

4.2 Review of devices employing In2S3 buffer layer 

In most of the works on CIGS and CZTS based solar cells, chemical bath 

deposited CdS is used as buffer layer. In the last decade, serious efforts to 

substitute CdS using non toxic alternative have been made. Development of    

Cd-free devices started in 1992 and recently reached efficiency up to 19 % [4]. 

Investigations suggest that the most relevant Cd-free materials are In2S3, ZnS, 

Zn1-xMgxO, and their derivatives prepared using techniques such as atomic layer 

deposition, chemical bath deposition, evaporation, spray pyrolysis etc. All these 

materials are n-type and are thus suitable partners for p-type absorber layers. 

Among these, we focused on spray pyrolysed In2S3 due to its favorable 

properties and simplicity of the preparation technique. Moreover, we can deposit 

films at lower substrate temperature compared to ZnS. Also we have already 

reported that sprayed In2S3 buffer layer is quite efficient in yielding good results 

for ITO/CuInS2/In2S3/Ag thin film solar cell [5]. Various techniques used to 

deposit In2S3 buffer layer and their implications in device performance is 

detailed below. 

4.2.1 Spray pyrolysis 

Spray pyrolysed In2S3 was first used as buffer layer in thin film solar cell 

by Teny Theresa John et al. [6]. Both absorber and window layers were prepared 

using spray pyrolysis. They reported an efficiency of 5.7 % on a cell with 
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configuration ITO/CuInS2/In2S3/Ag. Also they reported that the usual superstrate 

structure, having buffer layer just above ITO, was not functioning mainly due to 

diffusion of ‘Cu’ into In2S3 layer. They later enhanced the efficiency up to 9.5 % by 

adjusting deposition conditions and thickness of absorber and buffer layers [5].  

Ernits et al. [7] prepared InxSy thin film buffer layers employing ultrasonic 

spray pyrolysis at various substrate temperatures. By depositing indium sulfide 

layer as buffer layer in the CIGS solar cell configuration, maximum solar cell 

efficiency of 8.9 % was achieved, whilst the reference cell with CdS/CIGS on a 

similar absorber exhibited 12.7 % efficiency. In 2009, Buecheler et al. [8] 

reported an efficiency of 12.4 % with Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 absorber and ultrasonic 

spray pyrolysed-In2S3 buffer layer sprayed with sulfur excess. Allsop et al. [9] 

prepared thin film indium sulfide buffer layers using the Spray-ILGAR 

technique. Buffers deposited on commercially grown Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 absorbers 

produced cells reaching certified efficiency of 14·7 % and average efficiencies 

matching the reference solar cells prepared with a conventional cadmium sulfide 

buffer layer. 

4.2.2 Chemical Bath deposition (CBD) 

In 1996, Braunger et al. [10] reported efficiency of 11.4 % on a CuInS2 

solar cell with chemical bath deposited Inx(OH,S)y buffer layer. They 

compared the device parameters and performance to the heterojunctions with 

standard CdS buffer layer. Later same group reported efficiency of 15.7 % on a 

solar cell based on Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber and Inx(OH,S)y buffer [11]. Asenjo 

et al. [12] reported the highest efficiency values of 8.8 % on CuInS2 absorbers 

with CBD-In2S3 buffers deposited at relatively high temperature of 70 oC. 

Using the CBD In2S3-based buffer, 30×30 cm2 modules were fabricated with 

efficiencies up to 9.7 % [13].  
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However, these cells and modules exhibited “light soaking” effect. The 

highest efficiency was reached after annealing and illumination. Origin for this 

behaviour is related to the presence of acceptor defects at the CBD In2S3/ZnO 

interface. All cells with non-CdS buffer materials which are sensitive to light-

soaking also exhibit the reverse bias effect [14]. In 2003, Tokita et al. [15] 

proposed a novel In(OH)3:Zn2+ buffer layer for fabricating high efficiency CIGS 

solar cells. An efficiency of 14 % was achieved without light soaking effect. 

4.2.3 Atomic layer deposition (ALD) 

In 2000, Yousfi et al. [16] investigated atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) buffer 

layers of zinc oxysulfide, indium sulfide and aluminum oxide deposited at low 

temperature (160 oC). The most promising results were obtained using indium 

sulfide buffer layers, with record efficiency of 13.5 % (without AR coating) 

achieved on a standard CIGS absorber. In another report they analyzed the same 

cell with special focus on indium sulfide properties and on doping mechanism of 

zinc oxide with aluminum [17]. Naghavi et al. [18] reported a record efficiency 

of 16.4 % for a laboratory cell with CIGS absorber and In2S3 buffer. This 

efficiency was achieved using 30 nm thick buffer layer, deposited at 220 oC. 

In 2003, Spiering et al. [19] reported fabrication of CIGS modules with 

indium sulfide as buffer layer deposited using ALCVD technique. A module 

efficiency of 10.8 % was achieved over an area of 30×30 cm2. In the very next 

year they improved module efficiency close to 13 % (η=12.9 %, aperture area: 

714 cm2 and 42 cells) [20]. Optimum deposition temperature was found to be in 

the range of 200–220 oC with optimum layer thickness of ~30–50 nm. In 2005 

same group performed indoor damp heat and thermal cycling tests to investigate 

the long term stability of encapsulated Cd-free CIGS modules with ALD In2S3 

buffer compared to references with a CBD CdS buffer [21]. 
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4.2.4 Physical vapour deposition (PVD) 

Barreau et al. [22] showed that β-In2S3 containing Na (BINS) thin films 

can be grown at 200 oC using PVD. Conversion efficiency of 8.2 %, was 

achieved on Mo/CIGS/BINS cell with 100 nm thick BINS thin film. Gall et al. [23] 

grown indium sulphide layers using PVD in which indium and sulfur are 

evaporated on the substrates at 130 oC. These ‘as-deposited’ thin films are then 

heated at 200 oC for 1 min. 12.4 % efficiency cell has been achieved using this 

process. In 2005, Strohm et al. [24] reported efficiency of 14.8 % in 

polycrystalline ZnO-window/PVD In2S3 buffer/Cu(In,Ga)Se2-absorber thin film 

solar cells without antireflective coating. Jacob et al. [25] found that parameters 

of the cells buffered with PVD-In2S3 are degraded when the band gap of 

absorber is widened. 

Gall et al. [26] showed that Voc of the CIGS/In2S3 cells can be improved by 

partial substitution of sulfur by oxygen within the evaporated In2S3 buffer layer. 

By adapting this deposition process, 13.3 % efficiency devices with co-evaporated 

indium sulfide were realized, having performance close to that of devices with 

(CBD) CdS. Pistor et al. [27] deposited In2S3 layers through thermal evaporation 

from In2S3 powder.They analyzed J-V curves and quantum efficiencies of the 

cells prepared with different Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorbers. After post annealing step 

in air, best cells reached certified efficiency of 15.2 %.  

4.3 CZTS/In2S3heterojunction using chemical spray pyrolysis 
technique. 
In this section,we discuss fabrication and characterization of sprayed 

CZTS/In2S3heterojunction in our lab. Glass plates coated with ITO (thickness 

200 nm, optical transmission 82 % and electrical resistivity 2.25×10-4 Ω.cm; 

Geomatec, Japan) were used as the substrate for junction fabrication. For 

depositing CZTS films, aqueous solution (containing copper chloride (0.015 M), 
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zinc acetate (0.01 M), stannic chloride (0.01 M) and thiourea (0.12 M)) is 

sprayed at the rate of 6 ml/min onto the substrate kept at 623 K using 

compressed air (pressure~1.5 bar) as the carrier gas. Concentration of thiourea 

was 3 times the stoichiometric requirement (0.04 M) to compensate for loss of 

sulphur during pyrolysis. Thickness of CZTS layer was ~550 nm. In2S3 layer of 

thickness 500 nm was deposited on top of CZTS layer. For depositing In2S3, 

aqueous solution containing Indium chloride (0.03 M) and thiourea (0.3 M) is 

sprayed, at the rate of 6 ml/min on to the CZTS layer. 

Dark and illuminated J-V characteristics of the junction are shown in figure 4.1. 

It is clear from the dark J-V characteristics that a good junction is formed between 

the CZTS absorber and In2S3 buffer. On illumination the J-V characteristics shows 

shift towards fourth quadrant indicating photo response. The device shows open 

circuit voltage (Voc) of 465 mV, short circuit current density (Jsc) of 2.54 mA/cm2, 

fill factor (FF) of 26 % and efficiency of 0.3 %. Series resistance (Rs) and shunt 

resistance (Rsh) of the device were 176 Ω.cm and 209 Ω.cm respectively.  

 
Figure 4.1. Dark and illuminated J-V characteristics of the CZTS/In2S3 hetero-

junction 
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Only the open circuit voltage is comparable to that of CZTS devices 

reported so far. All other parameters were very low. The low values of Jsc and 

FF are due to high series resistance of the device, which is contributed mainly by 

the high resistance of In2S3 buffer layer. Our next aim is to improve the 

performance parameters by the modification of In2S3 buffer layer. 

4.4 Improvements of CZTS/In2S3 cell parameters 

Sprayed In2S3 is highly resistive material in its pristine form [28]. 

Referring to the results of previous section we could see that series resistance of 

the solar cell, prepared using CZTS as absorber and pristine In2S3 as buffer, was 

very high. Main contribution to this high series resistance is from the pristine 

In2S3 layer. Hence in order to improve the performance of the cell one should 

lower the resistance of In2S3 layer near to the contact electrodes so as to reduce 

the series resistance. Also as we mentioned in the introduction, In2S3 contains 

large number of cationic vacancies inherently. Hence for reducing resistance of 

In2S3 layer, we tried diffusion of metallic indium in to the In2S3 thin film. In 

order to study the effect of ‘In’ diffusion on the optoelectronic properties of the 

In2S3 films we deposited films on soda lime glass (SLG) substrates and 

structural, optical, electrical characterizations were carried out. 

4.4.1 Experimental details 

In2S3 thin films were deposited on SLG substrates using CSP technique. 

Aqueous solution, containing Indium chloride (0.03 M) and thiourea (0.3 M), is 

sprayed at the rate of 6 ml/min onto the substrate kept at 603 K using 

compressed air (pressure-1.5 bar) as the carrier gas. At the substrate surface, the 

spray droplets vaporize leaving dry precipitate which instantly decomposes to 

form thin layer of In2S3. On completing the deposition process, films were 

annealed for 30 minutes at the substrate temperature. Here also, concentration of 
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thiourea was larger than the stoichiometric requirement to compensate for the 

loss of sulfur during pyrolysis.  

Five samples of pristine films were prepared in a single process, out of 

which (each having a thickness of 500 nm) four were taken and four different 

quantities of indium was evaporated. Thicknesses of the evaporated layers were 

4 nm, 6 nm, 8 nm, 10 nm (monitored using quartz-crystal thickness monitor 

attached to the vacuum evaporation unit) respectively. These films were then 

annealed at 100 oC for 1 hour. The samples were named accordingly as P:4In, 

P:6In, P:8In and P:10In. The pristine In2S3 film was named as P. 

4.4.2 Structural analysis 

Figure 4.2 depicts XRD patterns of pristine as well as indium diffused 

In2S3 thin films, which shows well defined peaks corresponding to the (103), 

(109), (220) and (309) planes of β-In2S3 could be clearly observed. The ‘d’ 

values coincided with that of β-In2S3 in standard JCPDS data card (25-390). 

Intensity of peak corresponding to (220) plane was observed to be much greater 

than that of the other peaks present, indicating strong preferential orientation in 

the (220) plane. Crystallite size was calculated (table 4.1) from Scherrer 

equation. Also no metallic phase was observed in the film in the detection limits 

of XRD analysis even for 10 nm ‘In’ diffused sample (P:10In). 

Table. 4.1. XRD data for pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused In2S3 thin films 

Sample d (Å) Preferential 
orientation 

FWHM 
(degrees) 

Crystallite 
size (nm) 

P 2.67 [220] 0.36 23.0 
P:4In 2.67 [220] 0.35 23.7 
P:6In 2.69 [220] 0.25 33.2 
P:8In 2.70 [220] 0.24 34.5 
P:10In 2.70 [220] 0.38 21.8 
Std. JCPDS (25-390) 2.69 [220] … … 
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Figure. 4.2. X-Ray diffraction patterns of pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused 

In2S3 thin films prepared on SLG substrates. 

With increase in indium content, Bragg peaks in the XRD pattern become 

more intense and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction 

peak narrows, indicating clear improvement in crystallinity. However, there 

exists an optimum for the quantity of indium to be diffused, up to which the 

crystallinity increases and beyond this, retracing phenomenon is observed. For 

the 500 nm thick In2S3 film studied here, the optimum thickness of indium to be 

diffused was 8 nm.  

4.4.3 XPS Studies 

In order to confirm the formation of In2S3 and to understand the variation 

of In/S ratio from surface to depth of the film on indium diffusion, XPS 

measurements were done. Figure 4.3 shows the XPS depth profile of samples     

P and P:8In which indicates that indium and sulfur were uniformly distributed 
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throughout the depth of the samples. Binding energies of indium and sulfur 

indicated formation of In2S3 (162.5 eV for S 2p, 444.9 eV and 452.9 eV for In 3d5/2 

and In 3d3/2 respectively) and were in agreement with the reported values [29]. 
 

 

Figure 4.3. XPS depth profile of samples: P (pristine In2S3 sample) and P:8In 
(In2S3 sample in which 8 nm thick layer of ‘In’ is diffused). 

Carbon was present as surface contaminant (285 eV). Oxygen at the 

surface, (which is found for all spray deposited samples), is due to surface 

contamination in the form of sulfite or sulfate [29]. Oxygen content in the bulk 

of the sample is very low, but as we approach the substrate, it can be observed 

that oxygen concentration is higher in the film, probably due to diffusion of 

oxygen from glass to the film. The atomic concentration versus sputter time 

graph is shown in figure 4.4. Sputter time zero indicates sample surface and as 

sputter time increases we get information from the depth. 

It can be seen clearly that in sample P:8In, ‘In’ concentration is high in a 

few surface layers when compared to sample P.  ‘In’ concentration in the bulk is 

almost the same for both samples. The In/S ratio in the surface was calculated 
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(from the area under the peak) for both samples and it was found that In/S ratio 

is 2.3 times higher in P:8In when compared to sample P. 

 
Figure 4.4. Atomic concentration versus sputter time graph of elements obtained 

from X-ray photo electron spectroscopy for P (pristine In2S3 sample) 
and P:8In (In2S3 sample in which 8 nm thick layer of ‘In’ is diffused) 

4.4.4 Optical Studies 
4.4.4.1 Optical absorption studies 

Optical absorption spectra were recorded in the wavelength region       

190–2500 nm. In order to determine optical band gap, (αhν)2 vs. hν graph was 

plotted (figure 4.5). 

Optical band gap was determined from this plot for all films by applying 

“linear fit” to the straight line portion of the graph. Band gap of sample P was 

2.64 eV which progressively decreased with increase in quantity of ‘In’ diffused 

and became 2.57 eV for P:8In. This shift in band gap can be justified by the 

improved crystallinity of the samples with ‘In’ diffusion. 
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Figure 4.5. (αhν)2 vs. hν plot for pristine and ‘In’ diffused In2S3 films. 

4.4.4.2 Photoluminescence studies 

PL spectra of In2S3 consist of two emission bands- a green emission 

centered at 540 nm and the red emission at 680 nm [30]. The green emission is 

due to transition between donors created by vacancies of sulfur (Vs) and 

acceptors due to vacancies of indium (VIn). The red emission arises due to 

transition from indium interstitial (Ini) donors to oxygen in vacancy of sulfur 

(OVs) acceptors [30]. In2S3 is a material where two thirds of the lattice sites are 

vacant inherently [31]. When indium is diffused into In2S3, it occupies the vacant 

cationic sites. Focusing mainly on the green emission in the PL spectrum 

(figure 4.6) of pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused In2S3 sample, it can be observed 

that the intensity of green emission decreases as the quantity of ‘In’ diffused 

increases. The reduction in intensity of green emission might be due to the 

decrease in concentration of defect centers VIn on indium diffusion. 
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Figure 4.6.Photoluminescence spectra of pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused In2S3 films. 

4.4.5 Electrical studies 

Resistivity of samples was obtained using ‘two probe’ measurements. For 

pristine sample, resistivity was found to be 2.3×105 Ω.cm. It reduced by five 

orders on indium diffusion and the variation in resistivity with the quantity of 

‘In’ diffused is shown in figure 4.7. 

Reduction in acceptor concentration (as observed from PL studies) will 

naturally enhance the donor concentration and this might be the reason for the 

reduction in resistivity of In2S3 with indium diffusion. Resistivity of the samples 

increased slightly beyond the optimum diffusion, which may be because of the 

excess ‘In’ getting incorporated in interstitial positions, thereby increasing resistance 

to the flow of carriers. ‘In’ diffusion was done with an aim to reduce resistivity and 

improve the crystallinity so as to ensure better carrier collection. Above studies 

clearly indicate that we could successfully accomplish our aim and to confirm the 

results we fabricated devices with indium diffused In2S3 as buffer layer. 
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Figure 4.7.  Plot showing the variation of resistivity with ‘In’ diffusion. 

4.4.6 Junction Trials using pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused buffer layer 

Five CZTS/In2S3heterojunctions were prepared in a single process using 

pristine In2S3 layer as explained in section 4.3. Out of the 5 devices four were 

taken and four different thickness of metallic ‘In’ (4 nm, 6 nm, 8 nm and 10 nm) 

were diffused before deposition of silver electrode. In the remaining device, 

silver electrode was directly deposited over the pristine In2S3 buffer layer. 

Junctions fabricated using pristine and ‘In’ diffused In2S3 layers were named as 

D-P, D-P:4In, D-P:6In, D-P:8In and D-P:10In respectively. 

4.4.7 J-V characteristics of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunction with ‘In’ diffused 
buffer layer 

Dark J-V characteristics of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunction prepared using 

‘In’ diffused In2S3 buffer layer is shown in figure 4.8. It could be observed that 

the ‘knee voltage’ (which is a measure of the junction voltage) decreases with 

‘In’ diffusion. As quantity of ‘In’ incorporated increases, it diffuses deeper, 
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causing reduction in thickness of high resistance region near the junction which 

leads to reduction in accumulation of charge and hence the ‘knee voltage’. 

 
Figure 4.8. Dark J-V characteristics of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunctions fabricated 

with different thickness of ‘In’ diffused into the buffer layer. 

Short circuit current density of 3.0 mA/cm2 and fill factor of 27 % for the 

device prepared with pristine In2S3 film is very low compared with devices 

fabricated with indium diffused buffer layer which is clearly evident from the 

illuminated J-V characteristics of the devices (figure 4.9). This low value of Jsc is 

due to the high series resistance caused by the resistive In2S3 buffer layer. 

There is not much variation in the open-circuit voltage between devices 

except for D-P:10In. More or less constant open circuit voltage for the other four 

devices may be because the diffused ‘In’ does not enter the junction region. In the 

case of D-P:10In, quantity of diffused ‘In’ being higher, it enters the junction and 

reduces the resistance. This, in turn, leads to larger leakage current (which is quite 

evident from the third quadrant of figure 4.8) and lower open circuit voltage. 
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The short-circuit current density on the other hand increases steadily with 

increase in ‘In’ thickness up to the optimum value of 8 nm (i.e. up to D-P:8In) 

and then decreases. As the quantity of ‘In’ diffused is increased, the vacancies of 

indium (which are native defects) are filled thereby reducing the resistivity of 

In2S3 considerably and increasing short circuit current density. 

 
Figure 4.9. Illuminated J-V characteristics of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunctions 

fabricated with pristine and ‘In’ diffused buffer layer. 
 
Table 4.2. A comparison of the photovoltaic parameters of the CZTS solar cells 

prepared using pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused 500 nm thick buffer 
layer. 

 

Sample 
name 

Voc 
(mV) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF  
(%) 

η  
(%) 

Rs 
(Ω.cm2) 

Rsh 
(Ω.cm2) 

P 462 3.0 27 0.37 166 194 
P:4In 444 4.8 35 0.74 38 178 
P:6In 434 7.1 43 1.33 17 270 
P:8In 430 8.0 44 1.51 15 178 
P:10In 345 6.3 47 1.02 14 223 
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The device fabricated using optimum ‘In’ diffused In2S3 layer showed fill 

factor of 44 % and efficiency of 1.51 %. The performance parameters of all the 

devices fabricated have been tabulated in table 4.2.  

  
Figure 4.10. Variation of Voc, Jsc, FF and η for CZTS/In2S3heterojunctions 

prepared with different thicknesses of indium diffused into the 
buffer layer. 

Variation of Voc, Jsc, FF and η with different thickness of indium diffused 

in the buffer layer is depicted in figure 4.10. Buffer layer is modified in such a 

way that we achieved ‘high resistance region’ near the junction (Intrinsic layer) 

which helps to produce a positive conduction band offset (CBO) and ‘low 

resistance region’ towards the contacts to enhance carrier collection. Using this 

we propose a possible band diagram for CZTS/In2S3 junction as shown in figure 4.11. 

For calculating the exact position of Fermi level and for finding the value of 
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CBO further studies using photo electron spectroscopy (PES) and inverse 

photoelectron spectroscopy (IPES) should be done. 

 
Figure 4.11. Possible schematic of the band alignment between In2S3 and CZTS 

From the present study it is clear that the performance parameters of the 

CZTS/In2S3heterojunction could be significantly improved using ‘In’ diffused In2S3 

buffer layer. The device D-P:8In (fabricated using buffer layer with optimum 

quantity of ‘In’ diffused),  showed a short circuit current density of 8.0 mA/cm2, 

open circuit voltage of 430 mV, fill factor of 45 % and an efficiency of 1.51 %. 

4.5 Role of buffer layer thickness 

The quantity of metallic indium to be diffused in order to get optimum 

performance for a CZTS/In2S3 device might depend on the thickness of In2S3 

buffer layer. In order to have a clear idea about this, we prepared devices having 

slightly higher and also lower buffer layer thickness compared to the previous 

case. Two sets of devices were fabricated with buffer layer thickness 400 nm and 

600 nm respectively (earlier it was 500 nm). All the other experimental conditions 

were same as earlier; thickness was varied by changing the volume of spray 

solution.  
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 In the first set, five samples were prepared having thickness 400 nm and 

four of them were deposited with 4 different thickness of ‘In’ (2 nm, 4 nm, 6 nm and 

8 nm) diffused. The pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused devices samples were named as 

4D-P, 4D-P:2In, 4D-P:4In, 4D-P:6In and 4D-P:8In respectively. J-V characteristics 

of the device with 400 nm thick In2S3 layer were shown in figure 4.12. 

 
Figure 4.12.Illuminated J-V characteristics of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunctions 

fabricated with pristine and ‘In’ diffused 400 nm thick buffer 
layer. 

Table 4.3. A comparison of the photovoltaic parameters of the CZTS solar cells 
prepared using pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused 400 nm thick buffer 
layer. 

Sample 
name 

Voc 
(mV) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF  
(%) 

η  
(%) 

Rs 
(Ω.cm2) 

Rsh 
(Ω.cm2) 

4D-P 401 3.6 26 0.38 103 126 
4D-P:2In 373 5.6 36 0.75 30 160 
4D-P:4In 385 6.2 40 0.95 19 174 
4D-P:6In 388 7.3 47 1.33 11 232 
4D-P:8In 340 6.2 39 0.83 21 134 
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Performance parameters of the device are given in table 4.3. As in the earlier 

case, it was found that, Jsc and FF improved with ‘In’ diffusion. Open circuit voltage 

is comparatively low for both pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused samples due to the low 

thickness of buffer layer. Further there is not much variation in Voc up to indium 

diffusion of 6 nm and beyond that voltage decreased considerably. Also we can see 

that, due to the enhancement in Jsc and FF, efficiency improved significantly for 

devices fabricated using ‘In’ diffused buffer. It is also evident that as the thickness of 

In2S3 layer decreases the optimum quantity of ‘In’ to be diffused decreases. In the 

present case, for the device having 400 nm thick In2S3, the optimum thickness of 

‘In’ to be diffused is 6 nm compared to 8 nm for 500 nm In2S3. 

In the second case devices were prepared with In2S3 thickness of 600 nm. 

Out of six samples prepared, five were taken and 5 different thickness of ‘In’    

(4 nm, 6 nm, 8 nm, 10 nm and 12 nm) were diffused. The pristine as well as ‘In’ 

diffused devices samples were named as 6D-P, 6D-P:4In, 6D-P:6In, 6D-P:8In, 

6D-P:10In and 6D-P:12In respectively. The J-V characteristics of the device 

with 600 nm thick In2S3 layer were shown in figure 4.13. 

 
Figure 4.13. Illuminated J-V characteristics of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunctions 

fabricated with pristine and ‘In’ diffused 600 nm thick buffer layer. 
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Similar to the previous results, in this case also there was an optimum 

quantity of ‘In’ for better performance. However, here the optimum thickness of 

metallic indium increased to 10 nm. For the optimum ‘In’ diffused device we got 

an efficiency of 1.28 %. Here the Jsc is low compared to device with 500 nm 

thick buffer layer, due to the increased thickness of the layer. The performance 

parameters of the devices having 600 nm thick In2S3 buffer layer are given in 

table 4.4. 

Table 4.4. A comparison of the photovoltaic parameters of the CZTS solar cells 
prepared using pristine as well as ‘In’ diffused 600 nm thick buffer 
layer. 

 

Sample 
name 

Voc 
(mV) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF  
(%) 

η  
(%) 

Rs 
(Ω.cm2) 

Rsh 
(Ω.cm2) 

6D-P 460 3.1 25 0.35 156 152 
6D-P:4In 452 4.6 35 0.72 45 219 
6D-P:6In 425 5.1 36 0.78 35 165 
6D-P:8In 430 6.4 39 1.08 24 175 
6D-P:10In 435 7.4 40 1.28 22 161 
6D-P:12In 337 6.1 36 0.74 26 124 

4.6 Large area heterojunction 

In order to explore the potential of chemical spray pyrolysis, a large area (active 

area 4 cm×4 cm) cell was fabricated using the optimized CZTS layer as absorber and 

optimum ‘In’ diffused, 500 nm thick, In2S3 as buffer layer. ITO coated glass plates 

having area 25 cm2 (5 cm×5 cm) was used as the substrate. CZTS is deposited 

employing the optimized conditions and then In2S3 buffer layer is deposited above 

that. Finally ‘In’ was diffused over an area 16 cm2 (4 cm×4 cm) and silver electrodes 

were evaporated over the same area. Current and voltage of the device were measured 

under sunlight (~1000 W/cm2), which is shown in figure 4.14. We got an open circuit 

voltage of 315 mV and short circuit current of 20.8 mA.  
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Figure 4.14 (a). Current measurement of large area (16 cm2) cell in direct sunlight 

 

 
Figure 4.14 (b). Voltage measurement of large area (16 cm2) cell in direct sunlight 
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4.7 Conclusions 

The aim of this work was to develop CZTS/In2S3heterojunction on ITO-

coated glass substrates using CZTS absorber described in chapter 3. The major 

conclusions from this work are given below.  

1) Diffusion of Indium improves cell parameters through reduction in 

series resistance. 

2) There is dependence of quantity of Indium diffused on thickness of 

In2S3 layer. 

Table 4.5. Performance parameters obtained for different thickness of In2S3 
buffer layer 

Thickness of 
In2S3 layer (nm) 

Thickness of ‘In’ 
evaporated (nm) 

Voc  
(mV) 

Jsc 

(mA/cm2) 
FF 
 (%) 

η  
(%) 

400 6 388 7.3 47 1.33 
500 8 430 8 45 1.51 
600 10 435 7.4 40 1.28 

A cell having active electrode area 16 cm2 could be fabricated with 

conversion efficiency 1.25 %. 
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EENNHHAANNCCEEMMEENNTT  OOFF  CCEELLLL  PPAARRAAMMEETTEERRSS  BBYY  
MMOODDIIFFIICCAATTIIOONN  OOFF  CCZZTTSS  AABBSSOORRBBEERR  LLAAYYEERR  
5.1.  Introduction 
5.2.  Effect of starting solution pH on properties of CZTS layer. 
5.3.  Effect of ‘Cu’ concentration 
5.4.  Effect of ‘Sn’ concentration 
5.5.  Effect of double layer structure 
5.6.  All sprayed FTO/CZTS/In2S3 solar cell 
5.7.  Conclusions 

 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

CZTS is a quaternary compound semiconductor having properties suitable 

for a good absorber layer in thin film solar cells. The highest efficiency reported 

so far for a device with CZTS absorber layer is 8.4 % [1]. The device structure 

was Mo/MoS2/CZTS/CdS/i-ZnO/Al:ZnO/Ni-Al/MgF2. But on the perspective of 

cost effective solar cells, the problem with this device is that vacuum based 

techniques have been used for deposition of various layers. Our aim is to 

develop CZTS based solar cell using the low cost non-vacuum technique, 

chemical spray pyrolysis (CSP). In third chapter we discussed preparation and 

characterization of CZTS absorber layer using CSP. Device fabrication and 

characterization were explained in chapter 4. We were able to achieve an 

efficiency of 1.51 % and a fill factor of 44 %.  

One of the main challenges with spray deposition of CZTS thin films is 

the instability of precursor solution. Precipitation occurs in the solution as time 

progresses. In order to get rid of this issue, we varied the pH of precursor 

solution. The effect of pH variation on material properties and device 
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performance was studied. To improve device performance the concentrations of 

‘Cu’ & ‘Sn’ were varied and a double layer structure was introduced in the 

deposition of CZTS layer. This chapter gives a detailed account of these studies. 

5.2 Effect of starting solution pH on properties of CZTS layer. 

In chapter 3 we selected copper chloride, zinc acetate, stannic chloride, 

and thiourea as the precursors for copper, zinc, tin, and sulfur respectively. 

Aqueous solutions of ‘Cu’, ‘Zn’, ‘Sn’ and ‘S’ were mixed together to form the 

precursor solution (pH of the precursor solution was 3.6). But after sometime 

there is an onset of precipitation in the solution. A white gel like precipitate 

appears, due to formation of Sn(OH)2 (when ‘Sn’ reacts with water) and settles 

at the bottom of the container. Owing to this precipitation of ‘Sn’, precursor 

solution will be ‘Sn’ deficient. Thus a large compositional variation will occur in 

the CZTS formed with a possibility for the formation of secondary phases. There 

are reports of similar problem in the case of spray deposition of CuInSe2 thin 

films [2], where the authors have commented on the instability of precursor 

solution and proposed that lowering the pH of the solution will reduce the rate of 

precipitation and make the solution more stable. So in order to avoid 

precipitation in starting solution we lowered the pH. 

5.2.1 Experimental 

In the present work we tried CZTS film deposition using two different pH for 

starting solution viz. 2.8 and 3.2 (which are less than the pH value of 3.6 at which 

precipitation occurred). Except for the difference in pH of the precursor solution, all 

the other spray parameters were the same as was optimized in the previous chapters. 

More details of the preparation of precursor solution are given in our patent 

application (No. 021/PF-PIC/2013/KSCSTE). This precursor solution with reduced 

pH was sprayed on to the substrate kept at a temperature of 350 oC. The prepared 

films were named according to the pH as CZTS:pH-2.8 and CZTS:pH-3.2 
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5.2.2 Structural analysis 

X-ray diffractograms of the deposited CZTS thin films are shown in figure 

5.1. Peaks corresponding to the (112), (200), (220) and (312) planes of CZTS 

could be identified. Preferential orientation was along (112) plane. The peaks 

become more intense and FWHM decreases with decrease in pH of spray 

solution. Crystallite size calculated using Scherrer formula has been tabulated in 

table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. FWHM and crystallite size of CZTS films prepared with different 
pH values of spray solution. 

 

Sample name FWHM (degrees) Crystallite size (nm) 

CZTS:pH-3.2 0.31 26.5 

CZTS:pH-2.8  0.29 28.3 
 

 
Figure 5.1. X-ray diffractograms of CZTS samples prepared with different pH 

values of spray solution. 
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Also we can see that as the pH decreases, formation of CuxS secondary 

phase is hindered. Again, stability of precursor solution increases and the rate 

ofprecipitation decreases. So probability of formation of secondary phase will be 

lowered.  

5.2.3 Optical Studies 

(αhυ)2 versus hυ plot of the CZTS thin films deposited using precursor 

solutions of different pH values are shown in figure 5.2. Band gap of the 

samples decreases from 1.45 eV to 1.25 eV on decreasing the pH of spray 

solution. For CZTS:pH-3.2 band gap value corresponds well with the 

literature values and is near the optimum value for solar energy conversion in 

a single band gap device. The absorption coefficient in the visible region is in 

the order of 104 cm-1. No information about CuxS phase was obtained from 

absorption spectra. 
 

 
Figure5.2.  (αhυ)2 vs. hυ graph of CZTS films prepared with different pH 

values of spray solution. 
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5.2.4 Compositional analysis 

EDAX measurements (table 5.2) were done on the samples to know the 

atomic concentration of various elements in the films. It was found that for 

CZTS:pH-3.2, Zn/Sn is high due to the unwanted precipitation of ‘Sn’ in the 

precursor solution. As pH of spray solution decreases Zn/Sn ratio decreases 

indicating enhanced ‘Sn’ content in the film. All the films were found to be 

slightly sulfur deficient, which is consistent with the behaviour expected for 

spray deposited films. 

Table 5.2. Elemental composition of CZTS films prepared with different pH 
values of spray solution. 

 

Sample Cu 
(at.%) 

Zn 
(at.%) 

Sn 
(at.%) 

S 
(at.%) 

Cl 
(at.%) SnZn

Cu
+

 
Sn
Zn

 
Metal

S
 

CZTS:pH-3.2 21.3 16.5 13.2 45.8 3.2 0.72 1.25 0.9 
CZTS:pH-2.8 20.2 14.8 15.1 46.2 3.7 0.68 0.98 0.92 

 

5.2.5 Electrical studies 

Thickness and roughness of the films increases with decrease in pH. 

Moreover resistivity increases by an order for films prepared with spray solution 

of lower pH. Thickness, roughness and resistivity are tabulated in table 5.3. 

Table 5.3. Thickness, roughness and resistivity values of CZTS samples 
prepared with different pH values of spray solution. 

Sample name Thickness (nm) Roughness (nm) Resistivity (Ω.cm) 
CZTS:pH-3.2 1550 305 1.6×10-2 
CZTS:pH-2.8 1780 384 0.8×10-1 

 

5.2.6 Junction Trials 

To check the effect of CZTS films- CZTS:pH-2.8 and CZTS:pH-3.2, on 

the performance of CZTS/In2S3 heterojunction, we prepared junctions on ITO 
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coated glass substrates using both these layers as absorber. In2S3 buffer layer and 

electrode deposition was done using the optimized conditions as described in the 

previous chapter. J-V characteristics of the devices were measured using the 

Source Measure Unit NI-PXI-4130 (National Instruments). The devices were 

illuminated using Class AAA Solar Simulator (Photo Emission Tech. Inc. USA). 

 J-V characteristics of devices prepared using absorber layers with CZTS:pH-3.2 

and CZTS:pH-2.8 are shown in figure 5.3. 
 

 
Figure 5.3. Illuminated J-V characteristics of CZTS/In2S3 solar cell, prepared 

using CZTS samples CZTS:pH-2.8 and CZTS:pH-3.2. 

It could be observed that as pH decreases there is a reduction in Jsc (table 5.4) 

which might be due to the increase in resistivity of CZTS layer. Voc is almost the 

same for both devices. Due to the enhanced Jsc and FF, efficiency of the device 

CZTS:pH-3.2 is nearly twice the value obtained for device CZTS:pH-2.8. So for 

future works we maintained the pH value of the precursor solution as 3.2. 
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Table 5.4. Performance parameters of CZTS/In2S3 solar cell, prepared CZTS 
samples CZTS:pH-3.2 and CZTS:pH-2.8. 

 

Sample name Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) η (%) Rs (Ω.cm2) Rsh (Ω.cm2) 

CZTS:pH-2.8 423 3.6 28 0.42 77 148 

CZTS:pH-3.2 426 5.4 36 0.82 36 179 

5.3 Effect of ‘Cu’ concentration 

We successfully reduced precipitation in spray solution by varying the pH 

of the solution. But from EDAX measurements it is clear that ‘Cu’ concentration 

in the sample is less than that required for stoichiometry. In the best performing 

CZTS based solar cells reported so far, Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio in CZTS layer is ~ 0.9. 

But in CZTS:pH-3.2 thin films, Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio is only 0.72. Performance of 

heterojunction fabricated using this CZTS layer is quite low compared to the 

values we have reported in chapter 4. Hence in order to enhance the device 

performance we increased copper concentration in the precursor solution. We 

prepared CZTS films with copper concentrations equal to 0.0175, 0.02, 0.0225 

and 0.025 M, keeping the concentration of ‘Zn’, ‘Sn’ and ‘S’ at 0.01, 0.01 and 

0.12 M respectively. All the other spray parameters were fixed, based on our 

initial trials. CZTS thin films hence prepared were named as CZTS:1.75C, 

CZTS:2C, CZTS:2.25C & CZTS:2.5C in accordance with ‘Cu’ concentration. 

5.3.1 Structural analysis using X-ray diffraction 

XRD measurements were performed in all the deposited films and the 

diffractograms are presented in figure 5.4. Peaks corresponding to (112), (200), 

(220) and (312) planes were detected indicating the polycrystalline nature of the 

film. But the dominant peak corresponds to the (112) diffraction line of the 

kesterite structure of CZTS. Crystallite size in these films was determined from 

the broadening of the most intense peak (112) in the XRD pattern, using 
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Scherrer formula. There were no notable peaks related to secondary phases from 

XRD; however existence of binary or ternary sulfides such as ZnS, Cu2-xS, and 

Cu2SnS3 cannot be ruled out just because they are absent in XRD pattern 

because they have diffraction patterns similar to CZTS owing to their similar 

zinc blend-type structures. To distinguish the CZTS phase from other sulfides, 

Raman analysis was done.  
 

 
Figure 5.4. XRD spectrum of CZTS thin films prepared by varying copper 

concentration in the precursor solution. 

5.3.2 Structural analysis using Raman spectra. 

Surface Raman scattering analysis (figure 5.5) was performed since 

additional information on possible secondary phases can be obtained. All the 

deposited films showed a strong peak at 333 cm-1 which is attributed to the     

‘A1 mode’ of CZTS and it is related with the vibration of ‘S’ atoms. There is a 
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small shift in peak position to lower energies with respect to the reported value 

338 cm-1. This shift may be due to the lattice strain [3], due to a gradient in 

crystal quality of the layers [4]. This peak is but related to CZTS since XRD 

measurements confirm the presence of CZTS. The second peak of CZTS at    

287 cm-1 is also present in all the samples, but its intensity is very small 

compared to the peak at 338 cm-1.  
 

 
Figure 5.5. Raman spectra of CZTS thin films prepared by varying copper 

concentration in the precursor solution. 

Advantage of Raman spectra over XRD pattern in analyzing the presence 

of secondary phases is that, in Raman spectra, peaks corresponding to secondary 

phases are not present in the vicinity of peaks corresponding to CZTS. Intensity 

of peaks corresponding to CZTS increases with increase in ‘Cu’ concentration 

up to 0.0225 M, beyond which intensity decreases.  Formation of secondary 
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phases is initiated when ‘Cu’ concentration is raised to 0.025 M. The peak at   

475 cm-1 indicates formation of CuxS phase. Even from Raman analysis, 

presence of ZnS and other sulfides could not be detected. 

5.3.3  Compositional analysis. 

Elemental composition of CZTS films deposited with different ‘Cu’ 

concentration in the precursor solution on glass substrates is shown in table 5.5. 

As expected, there is proportionate increase in atomic concentration of ‘Cu’ in 

the films when ‘Cu’ concentration is increased in the precursor solution. When 

concentration of ‘Cu’ in the solution is varied, it affects atomic concentration of 

not only ‘Cu’ but also ‘Zn’, ‘Sn’ and ‘S’ in the films. Even though there is slight 

decrease in sulfur concentration there is no systematic variation in the case of 

‘Zn’ and ‘Sn’. The
)( SnZn

Cu
+

  ratio in the film increased from 0.75 to 0.92 with 

increase in ‘Cu’ concentration. Katagiri et al. [5] had reported that solar cells 

with high conversion efficiency are possible with CZTS films which are slightly 

Cu-deficient i.e. when  ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+

9.0~
)( SnZn

Cu . 

Table 5.5:Compositional analysis of CZTS thin films prepared by varying 
copper concentration in the precursor solution. 

 

Sample Cu 
(at.%) 

Zn 
(at.%) 

Sn 
(at.%) 

S 
(at.%) 

Cl 
(at.%) SnZn

Cu
+

 
Sn
Zn

 
Metal

S
 

CZTS:1.75C 22.3 15.5 14.3 44.6 3.3 0.75 1.1 0.86 
CZTS:2C 23.1 12.2 17 44.1 3.6 0.79 0.72 0.84 
CZTS:2.25C 25.3 13.1 15.5 43.3 2.8 0.88 0.85 0.80 
CZTS:2.5C 26.4 12.7 16.1 41.6 3.2 0.92 0.79 0.75 
 

5.3.4 Junction studies 

Using these four different CZTS layers, whose properties have been 

analyzed, CZTS/In2S3heterojunctions were fabricated. CZTS layers were 
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deposited over ITO coated glass plates by varying the concentration of ‘Cu’ in 

the precursor solution from 0.0175 M to 0.025 M in steps of 0.0025 M. In2S3 

layer, having thickness of 500 nm, was deposited over it and then ‘In’ diffusion 

was done. Finally silver electrode was deposited using vacuum evaporation. The 

J-V characteristics of the devices are shown in figure 5.6. 

 
Figure  5.6. J-V characteristics of CZTS/In2S3heterojunction prepared using 

CZTS layer having different ‘Cu’ concentration. 

Voc is almost the same for all the devices whereas Jsc increased steadily 

with increase in ‘Cu’ concentration. As with Jsc, there is a significant 

improvement in the FF also. Increase in Jsc and FF may be due to the 

reduction in resistance of CZTS layer with increase in ‘Cu’ concentration. 

Maximum efficiency that we obtained from the set of devices was 1.6 % and 

it was for the device having a ‘Cu’ concentration of 0.025 M in the precursor 

solution. The cell parameters of the devices prepared using CZTS layer 

having different ‘Cu’ concentration is given in table 5.6. 
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Table 5.6. Performance parameters of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunction prepared 
using CZTS layer having different ‘Cu’ concentration. 

 

Device name Voc  
(mV) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF  
(%) 

η  
(%) 

Rs 
(Ω.cm2) 

Rsh 

(Ω.cm2) 
CZTS:1.75C 447 5.9 40 1.07 23 186 
CZTS:2C 426 6.5 42 1.16 18 198 
CZTS:2.25C 434 7.4 42 1.35 17 258 
CZTS:2.5C 426 7.7 49 1.6 11 216 

5.4.  Effect of ‘Sn’ concentration 

From the compositional analysis of the ‘Cu’ varied samples, we could see 

that Zn/Sn ratio in the film is only 0.79 for the optimum ‘Cu’ concentration. As 

per reports, slightly ‘Zn’ rich composition is favorable for obtaining good 

conversion efficiency [5]. Hence our next aim was to enhance efficiency of the 

CZTS/In2S3 device by enhancing the Zn/Sn ratio in the CZTS layer by reducing 

the ‘Sn’ concentration. 

5.4.1 Experimental 

Four different CZTS/In2S3 devices were prepared using CSP technique. In 

allthe devices In2S3 buffer layer is deposited as in earlier cases. For CZTS the 

concentration  of ‘Sn’ in the precursor solution was varied from 0.009 M to 0.006 M 

in steps of 0.001 M, keeping the concentration  of ‘Cu’, ‘Zn’ and ‘S’ at 0.025, 0.01 

and 0.12 M respectively. All the other spray parameters were maintained the same 

as for previous trials. After the deposition of p-type CZTS and n-type In2S3 layers, 

the devices were completed following the same procedure as described before. 

These devices were named as CZTS:0.9Sn, CZTS:0.8Sn, CZTS:0.7Sn and 

CZTS:0.6Sn according to the ‘Sn’ content 0.009 M, 0.008 M etc. in the starting 

solution. 
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5.4.2 Junction analysis 

J-V characteristics of the devices are shown in figure 5.7. As in the earlier 

case, there is not much variation in Voc. But Jsc and FF increased up to 0.007M 

of ‘Sn’ concentration and then decreased. Efficiency also was maximum for 

device CZTS:0.7Sn. The maximum conversion efficiency achieved was 1.85 %. 

Series resistance of the devices, calculated from the inverse slope of the J-V 

characteristics at the open circuit voltage point, was found to be minimum for 

CZTS:0.7Sn and the value obtained was 10 Ω.cm2. Performance parameters of 

the devices are tabulated in table 5.7. 

 
Figure 5.7. J-V characteristics of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunction prepared by 

using CZTS layer deposited by varying the ‘Sn’ concentration 
 

Table 5.7. Performance parameters of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunctions prepared 
by using CZTS layer deposited by varying the ‘Sn’ concentration 

 

Device 
name 

Voc  
(mV) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF  
(%) 

η  
(%) 

Rs 
(Ω.cm2) 

Rsh 
(Ω.cm2) 

CZTS:0.9Sn 447 7.1 49 1.55 12 242 
CZTS:0.8Sn 411 7.7 51 1.61 11 265 
CZTS:0.7Sn 430 8.3 52 1.85 10 252 
CZTS:0.6Sn 445 7.3 48 1.57 14 219 
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From the various studies done so far on CZTS absorber layer, we could 

optimize the ratio of various constituent elements in the precursor solution. For 

getting maximum conversion efficiency, the sprayed CZTS absorber layer 

should have an elemental ratio of Cu:Zn:Sn:S= 2.5:1:0.7:12 in the precursor 

solution.  Maximum efficiency obtained was 1.85 %.  

5.5 Effect of double layer structure 

In our device structure, CZTS absorber is in contact with the transparent 

conducting electrode which may result in a barrier to the flow of holes.This may 

be reduced by having a conducting layer of CZTS near to this electrode. In 

chalcopyrite thin films, it is generally observed that, conductivity of films can be 

improved merely by increasing the concentration of ‘Cu’ [6-7]. Hence in an 

attempt to improve the collection of holes by the transparent electrode, a 

modification was introduced in the deposition of CZTS layer. Instead of 

depositing CZTS as a single layer over ITO, it was deposited as a ‘double layer’ 

such that a conducting ‘Cu- rich’ CZTS layer is adjacent to ITO and on top of 

this conducting layer, a second layer of CZTS (‘Cu-deficient’) was given. 

Another point we investigated is whether a resistive layer close to the junction is 

beneficial for the device. A conducting layer close to the junction might cause 

the shunt resistance to drop which in turn lowers the open-circuit voltage. Hence 

we tried ‘Cu-deficient’ resistive layer of CZTS near to the junction. 

5.5.1 Experimental 

Here also ITO coated glass plates were used as the substrate for junction 

fabrication. CZTS layer was deposited in a two-step process as a ‘double layer’, 

i.e. a conducting CZTS layer in contact with ITO and resistive CZTS layer close 

to the junction. As we had to optimize the right combination of conducting and 

resistive layers to obtain good device performance, we tried different 

Cu:Zn:Sn:S ratios in both conducting and resistive CZTS layers. The 
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Cu:Zn:Sn:S precursor ratio for depositing the conducting first layer (layer in 

contact with ITO) was y:1:0.7:12 where y-values were varied from 2.5 to 4 in 

steps of 0.5. For each y-value in first layer, Cu:Zn:Sn:S ratio in the second layer 

was x:1:0.7:12 where x-values were varied as 2.5, 1.5, 0.75 & 0. Thus 16 

different combinations were obtained purely by varying the ‘Cu’ concentration 

in first and second layers of CZTS. Precursor ratios were adjusted by changing 

the concentration of the respective constituents in the precursor solution. On top 

of these 16 different CZTS double layers coated on ITO, In2S3 layer was 

deposited. After deposition of In2S3, ‘In’ was diffused over the In2S3 layer. This 

was followed by deposition of silver electrodes.  

5.5.2 Junction Analysis 

From the J-V characteristics, the performance parameters of all the 16 

devices were obtained.  Each parameter is plotted as function of ‘Cu’ 

concentration in first and second layers. Voc, Jsc, FF and η are plotted as ‘color 

maps’ where different colors in each map represent different values taken by 

each of these parameters. The color palette shown in each color map indicates 

the range of values taken by each parameter. The X- and Y-axes in each color 

map represent concentration of ‘Cu’ in top and bottom layers respectively.  

Figure 5.8 (a),(b),(c) & (d) shows the color map of Voc, Jsc, FF & η as a function 

of ‘Cu’ concentrations x & y in the top and bottom layers respectively.  It is quite 

obvious from the color maps that all the parameters are maximum when top 

layer ‘Cu’ concentration x=2.5. This is contrary to our assumption that a resistive 

layer i.e. a ‘Cu-deficient’ layer near the junction will be beneficial for device 

performance . Even though we can specifically point out (from the colour maps) 

a particular ‘Cu’ concentration (i.e., x=2.5) in top layer for which device 

parameters are good, we are not able to point out a particular ‘Cu’ concentration 

(y) in bottom layer for which all device parameters are good. So in order to study 
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in detail, the effect of bottom layer ‘Cu’ concentration (y) on device parameters, 

we prepared 4 devices. In each of these devices, CZTS was given as double layer 

such that top layer ‘Cu’ concentration is x=2.5 and bottom layer ‘Cu’ 

concentration ‘y’ is 2.5, 3, 3.5 and 4.   
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5.8. 2D-Mapping of (a) Voc (b) Jsc (c) FF& (d) η of the devices with 
respect to ‘Cu’ concentrations ‘x’ and ‘y’. 
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Figure 5.9. J-V characteristics of the CZTS/In2S3heterojunction with double 

layered CZTS having different ‘Cu’ concentration in the bottom layer 
 

The photovoltaic parameters extracted from the J-V characteristics are 

tabulated in table 5.8. Both Jsc and FF of the devices increase with increase in y. 

This is an indication of the decrease in series resistance (Rs) of the device. Rs was 

estimated from the slope of illuminated J-V characteristics at the intersection of 

the J-V curve with the voltage axis. It decreases abruptly from 16.3 to 9.1 Ω.cm2 

on increasing y from 2.5 to 3 and further, it decreases only slightly. This 

decrease in Rs proves our assumption that ‘copper rich layer’ near the transparent 

electrode is beneficial. However, the shunt resistance (Rsh) also decreases 

causing Voc to lower and hence an optimum η = 2.52 % is observed for y=3. It 

was concluded that higher copper concentration in the bottom layer of CZTS 

near to the ‘hole collecting electrode’ is beneficial for device performance. 
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Table 5.8. Performance parameters of the devices prepared by varying ‘Cu’  
concentration (y) in bottom layer CZTS 

Device name  Voc 
(mV) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

η 
(%) 

FF 
(%)  

Rs 
(Ω.cm2) 

Rsh 
(Ω.cm2) 

Cu 2.5 491 10.6 2.17 41.7 16 238 
Cu 3.0 468 11.7 2.52 46.0 9 182 
Cu 3.5 395 12.4 2.31 47.1 8 111 
Cu 4.0 369 12.2 2.19 48.7 7 180 

 

5.6 All sprayed FTO/CZTS/In2S3 solar cell 

In all our trials on device fabrication  we made use of ITO coated glass 

substrates. But as we mentioned in the introduction chapter due to the 

scarcity of ‘In’, cost of ITO is very high. From the perspective of a cost 

effective way of fabrication of thin film solar cell, replacement of ITO is very 

essential. Hence our next aim was to replace ITO using sprayed fluorine 

doped tin oxide (FTO).  

5.6.1 Experimental 

Fluorine doped Tin oxide (FTO) thin films were prepared on soda lime glass 

substrates by automated CSP machine. The starting solutions were prepared from 

stannic chloride (SnCl4.5H2O) and ammonium fluoride (NH4F). The solutions were 

prepared by dissolving SnCl4.5H2O and NH4F in 100 ml methanol. This precursor 

solution was sprayed on to substrates kept at a temperature of 425 oC. Air was used 

as the carrier gas. More details of the preparation of FTO are given in our patent 

application (No. 021/PF-PIC/2013/KSCSTE). 

CZTS layers were deposited over FTO layer using CSP technique. 

Cu:Zn:Sn:S ratio in the precursor solution was kept at 2.5:1:0.7:12. The solution 

was sprayed on to FTO coated glass substrates maintained at a temperature of 

300 oC, and during the course of spray, temperature was increased to 350 oC. 

Approximately 550 nm thick CZTS layer is deposited in a single spray followed 
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by In2S3 layer. Deposition conditions of In2S3 layer was retained as such. ‘In’ 

diffusion was done as before and finally silver electrodes were given by vacuum 

evaporation.  

5.6.2 Junction Analysis 

Figure 5.10 shows the illuminated J-V characteristics of the device 

fabricated on FTO. Performance parameters obtained from the J-V curve is 

tabulated in table 5.9.  

 
Figure 5.10. Illuminated J-V characteristics of CZTS/In2S3heterojunction 

fabricated over FTO. 

Table 5.9. Performance parameters of the CZTS/In2S3 device fabricated over FTO.  
 

Voc 406 mV 
Jsc 6 mA/cm2 
FF 51 % 
η 1.25 % 
Rs 13 Ω.cm2 
Rsh 250 Ω.cm2 
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Short current density was 8.03 mA/cm2 for device fabricated using single 

layer CZTS over ITO coated glass substrates. But Jsc has reduced to 6 mA/cm2 

for devices fabricated on FTO. This reduction in Jsc might be due to the 

increased sheet resistance of FTO (15 Ω/□) compared to that of ITO (10 Ω/□). 

There is not much variation in Voc and FF. Due to the reduction in Jsc, efficiency 

of only 1.25 % was obtained which is less than the value obtained for devices 

fabricated on ITO (1.85 %). But if we compare the cost of ITO and FTO this 

result is very promising. The major highlight of this result is that all layers 

constituting the solar cell were deposited using spray pyrolysis. Further analysis 

is required in order to improve the performance of device fabricated over FTO. 

5.7 Conclusions 

This chapter is concerned with the effects of modification of CZTS 

absorber layer on the performance parameters. Variation of pH of precursor 

solution has been proposed as an effective method of avoiding precipitation in 

precursor solution for spray deposition of CZTS. Deposition of CZTS layer 

using Cu:Zn:Sn:S ratio of 2.5:1:0.7:12 in the precursor solution is good from 

device point of view. Efficiency achieved for a single layer CZTS device was 1.85 

% with a short circuit current density (Jsc) of 8.03 mA/cm2. Further enhancement in 

Jscto 11.7mA/cm2 could be achieved using a ‘two-step’ deposition process for CZTS 

layer. Efficiency could be improved to 2.52 %, which is the highest value reported 

so far for spray deposited CZTS/In2S3heterojunction. The major achievement was 

that ‘all-sprayed’ CZTS/In2S3 solar cell with efficiency 1.25 % was fabricated on 

sprayed FTO substrates.  
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SSUUMMMMAARRYY  OOFF  TTHHEE  PPRREESSEENNTT  WWOORRKK  AANNDD  FFUUTTUURREE  
PPRROOSSPPEECCTTSS    

 

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) is the most proven and efficient material for thin 

film photovoltaics so far. In achieving TW-scale consumption for CIGS, the 

major concern lies in the availability of indium (In), which is also used in more 

expensive devices, such as flat panel displays. To mitigate the future effects of 

‘In’ scarcity on TW scale consumption, it has been proposed that the 3rd group 

elements ‘In’ and ‘Ga’ in CIGS to be replaced with ‘Zn’ & ‘Sn’ to form CZTS.   

The endeavor of the presented work was to completely characterize the 

material copper zinc tin sulfide (Cu2ZnSnS4) [commonly known as CZTS], that 

too prepared using an economically viable technique, to be used as an absorber 

layer in sprayed thin film solar cells. The idea was to first optimize the 

deposition conditions of CZTS using chemical spray pyrolysis (CSP) technique 

and the fabrication of Solar cell using sprayed CZTS as absorber layer and In2S3 

as buffer layer. At first we characterized the deposition conditions for CZTS 

absorber layer and then fabricated a CZTS/In2S3 heterojunction. Through various 

modifications of absorber and buffer layers, performance of the device was 

enhanced and finally an all sprayed solar cell was developed. 

Initially we deposited CZTS films on soda lime glass (SLG) substrates 

using various precursors. From material characterization as well as junction 

analysis, copper chloride, zinc acetate, stannic chloride and thiourea were 

identified as the suitable choice of precursors for deposition of CZTS. The 

optimum substrate temperature for CZTS deposition was found to be 350 oC. 
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Almost stoichiometric CZTS films were obtained for a ‘Cu’ concentration of 

0.015 M (in the precursor solution). Spray rate has found to have significant 

effect on film properties and 6 ml/min was identified as the suitable spray rate.  

The second part of the work deals with fabrication of heterojunction on ITO 

coated glass using CZTS absorber and In2S3 buffer layer with silver as the top 

electrode. Owing to the high resistivity of In2S3 layer, performance parameters of the 

device were very low and ‘In’ diffusion were identified as an effective way of 

reducing the resistivity of In2S3 layer. ‘In’ diffusion was achieved by depositing 

different thickness of metallic ‘In’ through vacuum evaporation followed by 

annealing at 100 oC for one hour. Optimum thickness of ‘In’ to be deposited 

depends on the In2S3 layer thickness. For a 500 nm thick In2S3 buffer layer, 8 nm 

‘In’ was found to be the optimum thickness to be deposited and the device showed a 

conversion efficiency of 1.5 % and a fill factor of 44 %.  

Further enhancement in conversion efficiency could be achieved by 

modification of CZTS absorber layer. In order to avoid precipitation of spray 

solution for CZTS deposition, pH of spray solution was varied. CZTS/In2S3 

heterojunctions were prepared using CZTS layers deposited with different ‘Cu’ 

concentrations in the spray solution and for a ‘Cu’ concentration 0.025 M, we 

got an efficiency of 1.6 %. Now from device point of view, CZTS with       

Zn/Sn ratio ~ 1.15 is preferable and we reduced ‘Sn’ concentration. For a ‘Sn’ 

concentration of 0.007 M, conversion efficiency reached up to 1.85 %. The 

Cu:Zn:Sn:S ratio in the precursor solution for getting better conversion 

efficiency was identified as 2.5:1:0.7:12.  

Finally we employed a “double layer” structure for CZTS, such that a 

layer having higher ‘Cu’ concentration (ie. having higher conductivity) near the 

electrode and a layer having low ‘Cu’ concentration near the junction. Using this 
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double layer CZTS as absorber layer, we could improve the efficiency to 2.52 %. 

This is the highest efficiency achieved so far for a sprayed CZTS solar cell. For 

reducing the cost of solar cell, we should replace ITO (our bottom electrode) 

with some alternatives. So we deposited fluorine doped tin oxide using chemical 

spray pyrolysis technique and devices were fabricated using this as bottom 

electrode. The devices had conversion efficiency of 1.25 %. This is a landmark 

achievement of our group. 

Future Prospects 

In the present study, we increased short circuit current and fill factor of the 

device through the enhancement in conductivity of In2S3 by ex-situ ‘In’ diffusion. 

It will be interesting if it can achieve through an in-situ process. So there will be 

no need of vacuum processing during the fabrication of the device. Doping with 

materials like ‘Sn’ and ‘Al’ can be done in order to achieve this aim. Another way 

of enhancing the short circuit current density of CZTS/In2S3 heterojunction is by 

depositing a highly conducting layer above the In2S3 buffer layer or by making the 

indium sulfide layer highly conducting. Also in order to reduce the diffusion of 

‘Cu’ from CZTS to In2S3, a thin layer of intrinsic oxide layer can be deposited. 

This will reduce the leakage current and will enhance the open circuit voltage. 

In the present work, only few trials is done over FTO coated glass 

substrate and we could get an efficiency of 1.25 %. Further studies can be done 

in order to improve the efficiency of all sprayed solar cell. Another aspect is the 

replacement of In2S3 buffer layer, where ‘In’ is a rare earth element, with some 

other wide band gap n-type semiconductor. ZnS is a promising candidate in this 

direction and the optimization of deposition condition of ZnS buffer layer and its 

use in CZTS based sprayed solar cell will be a remarkable effort.  

….. ….. 
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